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ABSTRACT

Thermodynamic and related properties of substances important in
current high-temperature research and development activities are

being investigated under contract with the U. S. Air Force Office of

Scientific Research (USAF Order No* ISSA 67-6) and the Advanced
Research Projects Agency (ARPA Order No. 20). This research program
is a direct contribution to the Interagency Chemical Rocket Propulsion
Group (Working Group on Thermochemistry) and, simultaneously, to

other organizations oriented toward acquiring the basic information
needed to solve not only the technical problems in propulsion but
also those associated with ballistics, reentry, and high-strength
high-temperature materials. For given substances this needed basic
information comprises an ensemble of closely related properties being
determined by an extensive array of techniques. Some of these
techniques, by relating thermodynamic properties to molecular or

crystal structure, make it possible to tabulate these properties over
far wider ranges of temperature and pressure than those actually
employed in the basic investigations.

This report presents a number of new thermodynamic properties
resulting from recent NBS experimental studies and their interpreta-
tion, as well as descriptions of improved measuring techniques in
two areas. Earlier NBS enthalpy measurements on the compound
Be 0 *AX203 (0°-1200°K) are extended up to 2l|.00

oK, leading to the heat
of fusion and the common thermodynamic properties well into the
liquid range. The infrared matrix spectra of lithium fluoride and
an alkali hydroxide (CsOH), with isotopic variations, have been
obtained and interpreted, yielding the vibrational frequencies.
Lithium fluoride is found as a previously unreported linear dimer
(IA2F2 ), and the results for CsOH are consistent with and complement
the earlier NBS microwave results for this molecule. Some preliminary
mass-spec trometric data on beryllium dichloride are given. These
data yield thermodynamic values for the reactions involving BeC-^C 0 )*

BeC^Cg), and (BeCJ&2 )2 (§>)• Thermodynamic values for the reactions
involving A^F

3
(c), and ^^3)2 (g), derived earlier using

precise NBS entrainment data, are revised in the light of new
published information. The volatility of AXF

3
is found to be markedly

i



enhanced by the presence of AiC^o. After reasonable accounting for
dimer formation, the data indicate the hitherto unobserved species

and A&FC.&2 to be formed in the gas phase and each with a

very small heat effect (+1.0 ±0.5 kcal per mol). Studies on the
automation of temperature measurements complement previous studies
on the automation of electrical-energy measurements—all designed
to make low-temperature heat-capacity calorimetry fully automatic.
The development of two refinements in oscilloscopic recording
improve by at least tenfold the previous high-speed-measurement
accuracy for determining specific heats and other properties at
very high temperatures.

Thomas B. Douglas
Project Leader

Charles W. Beckett
Assistant Division Chief for Thermodynamics
Heat Division, Institute for Basic Standards
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Chapter 1

STUDIES ON THE AUTOMATION OF
LOW-TEMPERATURE HEAT-CAPACITY CALORIMETRY.
II. AUTOMATION OF TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

George T. Furukawa and Martin L. Reilly

I. Introduction

In the National Bureau of Standards Report No. 9500 [1]" under the
same chapter title as above, studies on automatic electrical-energy
measurements in high- precision heat-capacity calor Lnetry were discussed.
A proposed method for the measurements and for automatic control of the
complete calorimetric process was outlined. Only a reference was made
to the existing automatic temperature measurement and recording system
that had been developed prior to the studies on the electrical energy
measurements. In this report, the principles of operation and the
results that can be obtained with our automatic temperature measurement
system will be described.

The complete automatic temperature measurement system that is used
includes the platinum-resistance thermometer [2], automatic bridge for

measuring the resistance of the thermometer, and card-punch equipment
for recording the switch positions of the bridge and other pertinent
data. The data on punched cards are analyzed by means of high speed
computer techniques. Since platinum resistance thermometers and card-
punch machines are standard commercial equipment and the information
on them are readily available, no further description will be made of

them. The discussion to follow will center largely on the automatic
bridge and the results of computer reduction of the data that can be

recorded with the bridge.

II. General Specifications of the Automatic Bridge

The automatic bridge was developed and constructed for us according
to the performance specifications needed to meet the requirements of an
automatic temperature measurement system. The precision and accuracy
were to be comparable to the best manual equipment used for temperature
measurements in calorimetry. The development of the automatic bridge
was a part of our program to automate low-temperature heat-capacity
measurements

.

Numbers in brackets indicate the references given at the end of this
chapter

.
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The development of the bridge was considered the most important
”linkn in our automation program. This is well exemplified in the pre-
vious report [1] by the discussion on the application of time -tempera-
ture measurements to calorimetry. The bridge has now been tested and
used for about two years. Some relatively minor modifications have
been incorporated during this interval in the mechanical features and
the bridge logic. The results obtained with the automatic bridge have
been found to be as reliable as those with the best manual bridge. The
ability of the bridge to make continuous and prolonged measurements
has been useful in re-examining the design of the calorimetric equip-
ment now in use. The heat capacity measurements that have previously
been reported on iU, C~, BeO’A^CL, BeO'BA^CL, and Be^N^ were made
using the automatic4bridge ^

The bridge description to follow is in part a condensation of

the reports submitted to us by the contractor that developed the
bridge. The arrangement of their reports has been changed to blend
with the description of the results obtained by us.

II. 1 Symbols, Abbreviations, and Definitions

The symbols, terminology, and abbreviations used in this report
are defined in this section. The descriptions of some of the operating
logic of the bridge are also given here. Some of the definitions of

symbols or terms used in equations or in figures are given immediately
following the equation or the reference to the figure, or incorporated
in the figure.

rate = the change in resistance with respect to time of the
thermometer or of the bridge. The resistance changes
made with the automatic bridge are incremental.

BR 3 the bridge rate, AR^/t^, where AR^ is the resistance
increment (step size) corresponding to the BR^.

Similarly, t. is the period of a bridge cycle, the time

interval between each resistance step, corresponding to

the BR. » The automatic bridge has at present 11 different

BR j s identified by numbers 1 through 11, BR No. 1 being
the highest bridge rate and No. 11 the lcwest. The bridge
rate may be defined also by: BRj_ = AR^ x BGi, where
BCj_ = the number of bridge cycles per second or the number

of resistance steps per second, corresponding to the BRj_.

A multiple contact stepping switch controls the automatic
selection of the bridge rate and the corresponding bridge
logic and periods of the bridge cycles.
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step = the change by a resistance increment effected by
changing switch positions. (See Figure 3*) A down
step (decrease in bridge resistance) is made when the
detector output is minus (-) and up step (increase in
resistance) is made when the output is plus (+). The
step size in certain bridge rates can be lx, 2x, or $x
the "decade" being stepped. When a particular switch
position is "zero" and when the detector output is minus,
a "carry" circuitry causes the down step resistance
increment to occur in the prevailing decade (i.e., 0-1 = 9,
0-2 = 8, or 0-5 =5) and a down step by one unit in the
next higher decade. Similar carry action occurs whenever
the switch for the decade is down stepped through zero]

e.g., 1-2 = 9, H-5 = 9, etc. In an up step decision, the
corresponding carry action occurs whenever the switch for
the decade is up stepped to or through zero (i.e., 9+1 = 0,

9+2 = 1, 8+5 = 3, etc.).

bridge cycle = the time interval between the completion of the resist-
ance steps. A bridge cycle includes the following logical
operations :

1. Apply voltage to the bridge and allow the detector
enough time to sense the unbalance. The detector time
is increased with the decrease in the bridge rate in
order to make accurate decisions on the decreasing un-
balance signals that are associated with the decreasing
bridge rates. (See section II.2.)

2. Sample and store the sense of the detector output and
remove the voltage from the bridge.

3* Apply the sense of the detector unbalance to the
various logic elements to make a decision on the
bridge rate, readout or clear buffer, and thermometer
connection.

i|. Make resistance step in accordance with the sense of

the detector unbalance.

repeat = the unbalance detector output in the same sense as that of

the preceding bridge cycle. The count of successive re-
peats is stored for logic operations . Any subsequent
reversal resets the repeat count to zero. The count of
repeats is also reset to zero after a reverse thermometer
connection or a shift in the bridge rate is made.

3



reversal = the unbalance detector output in the opposite sense from that
of the preceding bridge cycle. The count of successive re-
versals are stored for logic operations. A single subsequent
repeat resets the reversal count to zero only if even numbers
of successive reversals occurred just previous following the
last repeat. (The reason for this is discussed in section
H.3 on bridge logic.) If the first repeat does not reset
the reversal count to zero, the next repeat (consecutive)
will reset the count to zero. The count of reversals is

also reset to zero after a shift of the bridge rate.

upshift = the change from a given bridge rate to the next higher
bridge rate. The upshift logic is controlled by the count
of successive repeats of the detector decisions and the
repeat count for upshift preset on the bridge controls.
Whenever the upshift logic condiction is met by the count
of repeats, the resistance step for the bridge cycle is made
in accordance with the sense of the detector output after
the upshift.

downshift = the change from a given bridge rate to the next lower bridge
rate. The downshift logic is controlled by the count of
successive reversals of the detector decisions and the re-
versal count for downshift preset on the bridge controls.
(See the definition of reversals for the special case of

counting the number of successive reversals. See also the
definition for reverse connection of the thermometer for
the effect of the downshift logic condition when the
thermometer is in the normal and in the reverse connections.)
Whenever the downshift logic condition is met by the count
of reversals, the resistance step for the bridge cycle is

made in accordance with the sense of the detector output
after the downshift.

repeat count for upshift:

preset count placed on the bridge controls. When the count
of successive repeats reaches this count, the bridge rate is

upshifted to the next higher bridge rate.

reversal count for downshift:

preset count placed on the bridge controls. The downshift
logic condition is met when the count of successive
reversals reaches this number.

u



balancing resistors =

the resistors switched to achieve an effective bridge
resistance equal to the thermometer resistance* The
resistance values that can be switched are

:

0 to 9 x 10 0 to 9 x 10 \ 0 to 9 x 10”^, 0 to 9 x 10~2
,

0 to 9 x 10 0 to 9 x 10^, 0 to 9 x 10
1

,
and 0 to U x 10^

ohms* In the lower decades step sizes of 2x and 5x the

decade units are also made.

compensating resistors =

the resistors switched to equalize the thermometer lead
resistances. These resistors are switched only during the
reverse thermometer connection* (See the section on bridge
circuitry and switch arrangement for the discussion on how
the thermometer lead resistances are made equal.) By
equalizing the thermometer lead resistances, the readings
obtained with the normal and reverse connections of the
resistance thermometer are made the same. The resistance
values that can be switched are:

0 to 9 x 10 0 to 9 x 10 \ 0 to 9 x 10 ^ and 0 to 9 x 10 ^

.

These resistors are of equal high quality as those of the
corresponding balancing resistors.

normal connection =

the resistance thermometer, one of its leads, and the compen-
sating resistance elements are connected in series in the so-
called unknown arm of the bridge. The other lead is in series
with the balancing resistance elements. The compensating
resistors are not switched in this connection. (See Figure 3*)
Normal connection is designated by the subscript N.

reverse connection =

the compensating resistance elements and the thermometer lead
that was connected to the unknown arm of the bridge while in
the normal connection are now connected in series with the

balancing resistance elements. The lead that was connected
in series with the balancing resistance element® while in the
normal connection is now connected in series with the resist-
ance thermometer in the unknown arm of the bridge. (See Figure 3.)
The compensating resistors are now stepped in the same sense
and bridge rate as the balancing resistors. In the reverse
connection, the bridge rate is, therefore, effectively twice that
of the corresponding normal connection. The process of switching

5



from the normal to reverse thermometer connection is referred
to as thermometer reversal. This is to be distinguished
from the reversal of the sense of the detector output or that
of the resistance step. The reverse connection is made only
when the bridge balance has progressed to the 0.01 ohm steps
and smaller. When the bridge is in normal connection and
the bridge rate corresponding to 0.01 ohms and smaller are
being stepped, the downshift logic condition causes the bridge
to be first switched to the reverse connection in the same
bridge rate number. When the downshift logic condition is met
in the reverse connection, downshift is made to the next lower
bridge rate and the normal bridge connection is made. When the
bridge is in the lowest rate (rate No. 11) with the thermometer
in reverse connection, the downshift logic condition will cause
the normal connection in rate No. 11 to be made. Reverse
connection is designated by the subscript R.

bridge quantities =

those quantities associated with the bridge that are necessary
to record to make an intelligent analysis of the bridge
actions and of the magnitude of the thermometer resistances.
The quantities that may vary from one bridge cycle to the

next are

:

a. balancing resistors
b. compensating resistors
c. thermometer connection (normal or reverse)
d. counts of repeats and reversals
e. bridge rate
f. upshift or downshift
g. detector output (+ or -)

h. running clock time

Those quantities that are settable for the control of the bridge
or for identification are

:

a. repeat count for upshift
b. reverse count for downshift
c. readout criteria
d. thermometer current
e. bridge zero
f. date
g. experiment number

bridge readout criteria =

bridge conditions or quantities that are variable from one bridge
cycle to the next that are used to control the time of readout
of the various bridge quantities. The criteria that can be
selected are:

6



a, whenever the repeat count for upshift is met.
b» whenever the reversal count for downshift is met.
c. whenever the "downshift” condition for thermometer

reversal is met. (See reverse connection.)
d. whenever the count of reversals of 2, 3,5, 7, or 9 is reached.

The logic test for the above readout criteria is made
immediately after the detector decision. (See bridge cycle.)
Except for the sense of the detector output and the bridge
rate number, the quantities that are transferred to the
buffer are, therefore, the prevailing quantities. Any
combination of the above readout criteria can be set on the
bridge controls.

bridge point 53

bridge resistance expressed by the relative switch location
corresponding to a bridge rate. A series of bridge points
are required to determine the resistance of a thermometer.

point pair- average of the best values of thermometer resistances at a

particular time in the reverse connection and in the following
normal connection in the next lower bridge rate. The values
of the compensating resistors are the same for this pair.
Five or more bridge points are deduced from the bridge read-
ings to establish the best value of the thermometer resistance
in the reverse and in the normal connections. The point pair
is the average of these two values at the mid-time of the
values. (See section II. 3 on bridge logic.)
When the reversal count for downshift is met in the reverse
connection in the lowest bridge rate (rate No. 11), the normal
connection in rate No. 11 follows. (See definition for
reverse connection.) The most significant and useful bridge
readings are obtained when the reversal counts for thermometer
reversal and downshift are met. Readout criteria for these
logic conditions have, therefore, been used in our heat-
capacity measurements. The value of five for the reversal
count for downshift has also been found most suitable from
experience.

7



II.2. Bridge Rate

As discussed in the introduction of the previous report [I], the
heat capacity is determined from the observations of a series of tempera-
tures and known electrical-energy input. Perfect thermal isolation is
not achieved even in the best calorimeter design. The heat leak is
determined from the observed temperature drifts (temperature observa-
tions as a function of time) of the calorimeter. The temperature change
corresponding to the electrical energy introduced is determined by
extrapolating the steady-state temperature drift observations obtained
during the periods before and after heating to the mid-time of the heating
interval. The temperature change determined by this process contains the
corrections for the heat leak.

The bridge must be designed to track the thermometer resistance as
closely as possible within the ability of the detector to sense the
unbalance between the bridge and the thermometer resistances and within
the electro -mechanical limitations of the various components used.
With every thermometer -resistance rate there is an optimum bridge track-
ing rate. It is not possible to track all rates of the resistance
thermometer to within the smallest step size of the bridge. Also a
continuous range of bridge rates to fit the possible resistance-thermom-
eter rates that may be encountered is not practical. The following
eleven sizes of resistance steps and the corresponding periods of the
bridge cycles associated with the steps have been selected for the
present. (See definition of bridge cycle.)

Table 1. Bridge Rates

Bridge Size of Period of

Rate Resistance Steps Bridge Cycle
No.

ohms secs.

1 100 0.333

2 10 0.333

3 1.0 0.333

u 0.1 0.333

5 0.01 0.333

6 0.002 0.733

7 0.0005 1.133

8 0.0001 1.133

9 0.00005 2.033

10 0.00002 2.833

11 0.00001 3.633

8



Each bridge rate can track, within the resistance step, the thermom-
eter resistance changing between certain limits. These limits (critical
rates) are defined by the repeat count for upshift and the reversal count
for downshift preset in the bridge controls.

In Figure 1 are shown for illustration the thermometer resistances
by the thin lines and the maximum bridge rate (successive repeats) by
the bold lines. The bridge resistance points are indicated by the various
symbols shown. The critical rate for upshift of a drifting thermometer
resistance may be analyzed by reference to Figure 1 as follows. Consider
the portions of Figure 1 labeled upshift limits. Two critical rates are

shown corresponding to repeat counts of b and 8 for upshift. The thermom-
eter resistances are drawn from one bridge resistance point to another
(point A to B). The thermometer resistance is increasing at such a rate
that at the first bridge resistance point A (shown to intersect) the
thermometer resistance is less than the bridge point so that in the pre-
vailing bridge cycle the detector makes a down step decision and at the
other end B of the bridge resistance curve (shown to intersect the bridge
resistance point) after U-l repeats, the the thermometer resistance is

higher than the bridge point so that in the prevailing bridge cycle
the detector makes an up step decision. The critical rate for upshift
for the drifting thermometer resistance is given by the slope:
BR^ x (Uj_-1 )/ (Uj_+1

) ,
where is the repeat count for upshift preset in

the bridge control logic for the i^h bridge rate BR-^.

The critical rate for downshift for a drifting thermometer resist-
ance is also given by the slope: BRj/Dj_, where Dj_ is the reversal count
for downshift preset in the bridge control logic for the i’*-'*

1 bridge
rate BRj_. (See thermometer resistance lines labeled downshift limits.)
The upward drift of the thermometer resistance is low enough that at
the beginning (shown to intersect with the first bridge point x) the
thermometer resistance is larger than the first bridge resistance point
and after D-l reversals the resistance is smaller than the bridge
resistance point y.

The corresponding analysis applies for downward drifting thermom-
eter resistance. (See lines associated with primed letters.) The
counts U and D will be referred to as the critical counts for upshift
and downshift, respectively. To avoid unnecessary shifting of the bridge
rates, the counts U and D are adjusted so that the critical rate for
upshift of one bridge rate overlaps the critical rate for downshift of
the . next higher bridge rate j i .e .

,

BR
1+1

x (U.
+1

-l)/(U
i+1+

l) £ BRi/Di

or

BR.
l+l

BR.
x

Di(ui+1
-1)
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II.3* Bridge Logic

The bridge logic is built around the sense of the detector unbalance
the magnitude of the unbalance is not applied in the design. The count

of the prior bridge decisions is used to change the bridge rate or the

thermometer lead connections to the bridge. Each detector decision is

either a repeat or a reversal of the previous decision. A continuous
series of repeats indicates that a higher bridge rate is needed for track
ing. A continuous series of reversals indicates that the thermometer
resistance is bracketed and that better tracking can be done at a

lower bridge rate.

When the thermometer resistance is the same or very close to that of

the bridge, the sense of the detector output becomes random. The likeli-
hood of attaining the downshift logic under these condictions becomes
small. To allow for this case the reversal counter is not always reset
with the first repeat. (See section II.1 on the definition and counting
of reversals.)

Referring to Figure 2
,
the straight lines indicate the thermometer

resistances and the circles are the successive bridge points with in-
creasing time. The relative levels of resistances are designated by
letters for case 1 where the thermometer resistance is constant or very
slowly drifting. In case 1, for points at level c, the bridge and
thermometer resistances are about the same so that random detector
decisions can be expected and the sense of the detector output could
equally be plus or minus. For points at levels b and d, however, the

sense of the detector output will cause the bridge to step in the right
direction. Under such conditions the bridge points obey the following
two rules: (a) every repeat is preceded and followed by two equivalent
reversals (i.e., there are no successive repeats) and (b) every reversal
made to bridge points b and d is followed by another reversal to point
c. There are two possible types of reversals: cbcbcbc... and cdcdcdc...,
and two types of repeats: deb and bed. For the two types of repeats,
the bridge point patterns cdcbcand ebede must exist (rule a). From
point c, the detector output will initiate a step to point b or d. If

it is a repeat condition, then the two repeats are separated by a single
reversal. If it is a reversal condiction, then another reversal to
point c must occur (rule b). Any two repeats can, therefore, be sepa-
rated by only odd number of reversals for case 1. In order to accumulate
enough counts of reversals for downshift, the reversal counter is, there-
fore, not reset for the first repeat unless the number of reversal since
the previous repeat is even.

In cases 2,3 and k where the thermometer resistance is drifting
slowly enough that there are no consecutive repeats and every repeat is
preceded and followed by at least one reversal, bridge point patterns
containing even number of reversals between repeats must exist in order

11



Case 1, Odd number of reversals between repeats

d O O O O

c o o o o 6 o o 6 o

b o O O O O

a constant thermometer resistance

o

> T i<

Figure 2

Bridge Point Patterns When Tracking Thermometer Resistance.

Line = Thermometer Resistance
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for the bridge to track the thermometer resistance. If all single re-
peats are separated only by odd number of reversals, the bridge resistance
does not change as demonstrated above for the case 1 of the constant
thermometer resistance. With even number of reversals between single re-
peats the senses of the detector output that initiated these repeats are
the same, and a slowly drifting thermometer resistance is indicated. The
reversal counter is reset on repeats preceded by an even count of rever-
sals since the last repeat. Since only by downshift can the meaningful
data be recorded, reversal count for downshift may be reduced to a
smaller value for a slowly drifting thermometer resistance even though
this can cause the bridge rate to oscillate between two levels. In actual
practice the drift of the thermometer resistance during the equilibration
period has been found small enough and the bridge fast enough that the
value of five for the reversal count for downshift yields satisfactory
measurement of thermometer resistances to 0.00001 ohm. (See section IV.)

II .U . Bridge Circuitry and Switch Arrangement

The arrangement of resistors and switches of the automatic bridge
corresponds to that of the Mueller bridge. The circuitry is shown in
Figure 3* Ifercury wetted switches are used for switching the normal-
reverse thermometer connections and the resistance steps corresponding to

100, 10, 1, and 0.1 ohms. The 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001, and 0.00001 ohm
decades use the shunted Waidner -Wolff arrangement. These switches have
enclosed coin-silver contacts. The 2x and 5x resistance steps that were
mentioned earlier are made as illustrated in Figure 3*

In the Mueller bridge circuitry and switch arrangement the "multi-
plier arms" have unit ratio, consequently at balance the resistances in
the other two arms are equal. Since the Waidner -Wolff elements can not
be set to zero resistance, the 0.1 ohm decade is placed in the opposite
arm to balance some of the residual resistance. The balancing resist-
ance is, therefore, increased when the resistance in this decade is de-
creased. Additional resistance is introduced in the unknown arm so that
when all of the bridge dials are set to zero and the connections to the
unknown arm is shorted, balancing resistor and the unknown arms have as
nearly equal resistances as possible. The deviation from equality is

the bridge zero.

Figure h illustrates the bridge equations applicable to processes
associated with the measurement of a thermometer resistance. The normal
and reverse connections are shown with the thermometer leads and the
compensating resistors commuted. The ratio arms are also shown commuted.
The symbols used in the equations are defined in the following table (2).

13



Figure 3* Bridge Circuitry and Switch Arrangement
of the Automatic Mueller Bridge.
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Table 2. Definitions of Symbols Used in Figure h

= resistance of the ratio arms

= deviation from unity of the ratio of the resistances
of the ratio arms

= residual resistance of Waidner -Wolff elements

= resistance to balance r^

= thermometer lead resistance

= thermometer lead resistance

= balancing resistance at balance in normal connection

= balancing resistance at balance in reverse connection

= thermometer resistance

= compensating resistance at balance in normal connection

= compensating resistance at balance in reverse connection

Equation (3) holds since the balancing and compensating resistors
are stepped simultaneously in the same sense and bridge rate in the re-
verse thermometer connection only. Equation (5) shows that when at
balance in the lowest bridge rate the thermometer resistance is equal
to the reading of the balancing resistors in the reverse connection
plus the correction for the deviation from unity (e ) of the ratio arms
and for the bridge zero -(r^-r^). The correction term containing the
deviation e is negligible, since the ratio arms can be easily adjusted
to a few parts in 10 million [3] and would at most be 0.00005 ohm
when the bridge balancing process is being performed in the lowest
bridge rate. The ratio arms can deviate as much as 1 part in 1000, an
unlikely situation, without significant errors in the measurements.

The bridge zero (eq (6)) is determined by first shorting the

"thermometer connections" and by obtaining automatically normal and
reverse readings.. (See Figure 3 f or the circuitry during bridge
zero determinations.) The correction for the deviation from unity (e

)

of the ratio arms is negligible

2

h
h
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II .5* Bridge Readout

On completion of a bridge cycle, some or all of the following
conditions and readings on the bridge are changed: balancing and
compensating resistances, thermometer connection, count of repeats and
reversals, bridge rate, sense of detector, and the running clock time.
All of these quantities are visually displayed on the bridge . For
recording purposes the above quantities are first transferred to a

buffer storage composed of mercury relay contacts from which card
punch records are made. The buffer storage is essential, since pre-
cisely timed bridge cycles are used for the different bridge rates.
Unless the recording instrument is considerably faster than the
shortest bridge cycle, the bridge readings will be altered before the
recording is completed when the recording is made directly from the
bridge. The buffer storage permits the bridge to proceed to the next
bridge cycle while the record is being made. The buffer storage is
cleared during the cycle following the completion of the recording
process. If the buffer storage is not clear whenever a readout logic
condition is reached, the new information is lost and the bridge
proceeds into the next bridge cycle.

The recording of the bridge quantities after every bridge cycle
is not practical or necessary, since there is a certain amount "memory 11

in the accumulated count of repeats and reversals . By suitable
selection of readout logic conditions that can be set on the bridge,
about five or more bridge points before the time of record can be

readily deduced from the bridge quantities that are recorded. The

combinations of the following readout criteria can be selected:
upshift, downshift, reversal of thermometer connections, and pre-
selected count of reversals (2,3,5,?, or 9), which may initiate
transfer of the bridge quantities to the buffer storage when the
logic conditions are satisfied.

Other quantities, such as repeat count for upshift, reversal
count for downshift, thermometer current, bridge zero, readout criteria,
date, etc. which do not change, are recorded directly from switch
contacts in which the quantities are preset manually.

Figure 5 shows a "listing" of a series of measurements that have
been recorded on punch cards. Three readings are given per line. The
bridge quantities recorded are defined in the figure. The temperature
drift in a calorimetric experiment is precisely determined from such a

relatively condensed record.
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1 BERYLLIUM NITRIDE EMPTY DATA OF 6/1/66
NR 32 164-5 1800
16405 1504. 69227509 4N -045
164105904. 6 182 75 094R+046
165030505. 336773694N+045
165110005. 342274694N+046
165145005.342774994R+048
165228005. 34 15 750 94N+0 4

8

165350305. 34042 5 049R-0 40
165553309. 340135045N+1 40
165758105. 340165044R+0 40
170016305. 3402 1505 2N- 141
170248905. 340 19 504 7R + 0 41
170516205. 34009 503 3N+049
1706299 05. 3402 2 5041 R+041
170931605. 34030 5040N-041
171104705. 34022503 1N+040
17130170 5. 34043 5 04 IN-049
171445005.34028502 R+041
171720705. 3404050 14N- 140
171925105. 3403 5500 8R-041
172328105. 3404 7499 9N-0 41
172630605. 340454990N- 141
172801405. 340464992R- 141
173038305. 340474990N-041
173224405. 3404749 8 6R+0 40
173349705. 3404949 8 7N+0 40
173 5 578 0 5. 340 564.99 1R-0 41
173754005. 3405649 8 9N- 141
174001205. 340 594990R+041
174206405. 34064499 1N-0 40
174340605. 3406249 8 7R+0 41
174627205 .340634973R+040
174749305. 340 7 249 76N-040

123 k 5 678?f

10

4056504, 602275094N+045
5004105 . 390275094N-046
5039 80 5, 360775 694N-046
51 14405 .3462 75 094R-047
520770 5. 340974994N+047
5247305 .340875024R+049
5432805 .340285049N+040
5607505. 340155049 R -041
5 84340 5. 3 400 8 5 044N+ 140
0103605.340185049R+041
0343505 .340235047N-040
0 5 3040 5. 3 40 2 450 48 R-0 40
0731705.340255041N-041
102 3405. 340335036N-049
11 27405. 340265035R-041
13 200 05. 340285026 R+040
1607105.34039502 N-140
174340 5. 340365006R +041
2138305. 3 40415001 R- 101
2 4409 05. 3 4047499 5 N-040
2656005 .340444989R+041
2929205 .340474992N+040
31 11005.3 4048 499 1R-041
3244205 .340494986N-040
3412405.340534991R-041
3645005 .340 5 74991 N-041
3823105 . 340584991 R-041
40 33905. 340 584990N+041
42 29 10 5. 3 40644991 R-041
4515105.340704987N-041
4647 10 5. 3 406 549 7 3 N-140
48 1770 5. 3 406 849 7 2 R+041

BOOK 135 PGS 64-68 1ST CALC.

4103504. 628276094N-045 5

5019505. 376273694R+047 5

5049305. 350774694R+047 5

5135905. 343775094N+047 5

5214505. 341975094R-048 5

5332005. 340175024N+049 5

5501205. 340245045R+041 5

5743805. 340215049N-049 5

5914605. 340185052R-041 5

0212605. 340215049N-041 5

0434505. 340305033R+041 5

0604405. 340285048N-140 5

0757105. 340245040R+041 5

1033605. 340285031R+040 5

1235305. 340375035N-040 5

1413805. 340345026N-040 5

1632605. 340335014R+041 5

1816105. 340335006N+041 5

2223505. 340485001N-040 5

2503605. 340434990R+041 5

2728705. 340434989N+041 5

2954705. 340454990R+041 5

3206105. 340524991N+049 5

3309705. 340554987R-041 5

3528705. 340564991N-041 5

3721305. 340554989R+041 5

3914005. 340604991N-041 5

4121105. 340594991R+041 5

4312305. 340664991N-040 5

4611005. 340734983N-049 5

4709705. 340694976R-041 5

4900105.340714972N-040

0601
0601
0601
0601
0601
0601
0601
0601
0601
0601
0601
0601
0601
0601
0601
0601
0601
0601
0601
0601
0601
0601
0601
0601
0601
0601
0601
0601
0601
0601
0601

n 12

1. hours 7*

2. minutes 8.

3. seconds and tenths of seconds 9.

1+. balancing resistances 10.

f>. compensating resistances H*
6. thermometer connection 12.

sense of detector output
count of repeats
count of reversals
bridge rate, least signification number shown
reversal count for downshift
date

Figure 5* A listing from punched cards of bridge readouts of a typical
experiment to determine the "final” and "initial" temperatures
associated with electrical energies introduced into a

calorimeter. (See reference 1.)
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Although unnecessary in a heat-capacity experiment [1], bridge
quantities can be recorded to determine every bridge point during the

experiment. Figures 6a through 6i show such a continuous series of

bridge points obtained starting from the foreperiod to the after
period. (For definitions of these terms, see reference 1.) The over-
lapping regions of the figures are shown as shaded areas. The time is

started at the instant of turning on the electrical heater. The
vertical lines drawn upward indicate times at which upshifts occurred
and the downward verticle lines at which downshifts occurred. The
filled-in circles indicate normal thermometer connection and the open
circles the reverse connection.

In Figures 6a and 6b, on turning the electrical heater the bridge
operating in rate numbers 11 through 5 are shown unable to track the

rapidly changing thermometer resistance. When the repeat count for
upshift is reached for each of the bridge rates, the bridge is shown to
upshift progressively to higher bridge rates. Starting from Figure 6b
and on to Figures 6c and 6d the bridge is able to track the thermometer
within 0.002 ohm (rate No. 6). The heater was turned off at 600 sec

(Figure 6d). As the calorimeter gradually approached thermal equilib-
rium, the bridge is shown to track the drifting thermometer resistance
(Figures 6d through 6i). In Figure 6i, the bridge is shown tracking
the thermometer resistance within 0.00001 ohm.

III. Temperatures from Bridge Readout

The resistances are calculated on a high-speed digital computer
from bridge readout data as shown listed in Figure 5. The best resist-
ance corresponding to a given time is calculated from each readout.
(There are three successive records per line in Figure £.) The best
resistances obtained for the reverse connections and the subsequent
normal connections are paired and averaged, the time corresponding to
the average (point pair) being the mid-time of the two values. The
computer output from such a calculation is shown in Figure 7. The values
in the first set of columns are the readouts in the reverse connection
and are paired with those of the second set in the normal connection.
The values are the same as those listed in Figure 5* The resistances
of point pairs and their corresponding times are listed under "true
readings "

•

The point pairs are analyzed to calculate the initial and final
temperatures associated with the introduction of a known amount of

electrical energy. Figure 6 shows a computer plot of the point pairs
(zeros ) and the values of the initial and final temperatures with their
standard deviations . The straight line through the point pairs is

determined by successively adding point pairs going backwards from the
last four pairs until the standard deviation becomes greater than that
for the last four pairs.
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IV* Conclusion

The automatic bridge and the computer code for treating the bridge
readout data have been successfully applied to calorimetry. The auto-
mation of high precision low-temperature heat-capacity calorimetry is

possible as soon as funds become available for obtaining some of the
commercially available equipment for electrical energy measurements.
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Chapter 2

IMPROVEMENTS IN OSCILLOSCOPIC MEASUREMENTS OF

VARIABLES IN DYNAMIC EXPERIMENTS

A. Cezairliyan, H. A. Berman, and M. S. Morse

Abstract

Two refinements in oscilloscopic recording have been made which

improve the measurement accuracy of transient events (where the signals

do not vary considerably with time) by at least one order of magnitude.

The first is a unit for the differential suppression of the incoming

signal by an adjustable amount, and the second is a system by which

time markers are sent to every oscilloscope at adjustable time intervals

simultaneous with the actual incoming signal. Experiments were conducted

to assess the operational characteristics of the system. Hie value of

a test resistance determined under transient conditions (millisecond

time resolution) was compared with its resistance under steady- state

conditions. Tne agreement was in the range 0.01 to 0.1 percent

depending upon the level of suppression.

1. Introduction

Oscillos copes are used for the recording of high-speed events; such

as transient voltages, etc., resulting from capacitor discharge, pulse,

or similar dynamic experiments. However, oscilloscopes in themselves

are not accurate recording instruments. Under the most favorable con-

ditions, that is, with adjustments for linearity and calibrations made

prior to the experiment, the accuracy of the recorded variable can at

best be one percent. Additional difficulties result when more than one
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oscilloscope is required to record several variables simultaneously.

For example, although the same pulse may be used for triggering all

oscilloscopes, internal electronic components may cause differences

in the actual triggering of the beam, thereby altering the one-to-one

correspondence of the beginning of the trace on the time scale of each

oscilloscope. Also, non-linearities of the time scale of different

oscilloscopes can contribute an error in locating corresponding points

on different oscillograms.

In connection with the high-speed thermodynamic measurements system

being developed at the National Bureau of Standards, two refinements in

oscilloscopic recording have been made which have improved the accuracy

of measurement of transient events by approximately two orders of

magnitude. The first is a unit for the differential suppression of the

incoming signal by an adjustable amount, and the second is a system by

which time markers are sent to every oscilloscope simultaneously with

the actual incoming signals.

2. Description of the System

a. Differential Suppression

For the high-speed recording of transient variables, the voltage

leads are fed differentially to the oscilloscope input to compensate for

the induced voltages in the signal carrying lines and to avoid grounding

difficulties. The commercially available suppression preamplifiers are

for single inputs only. Therefore, a special suppression unit was

constructed, which is placed between the signal line and the preamplifier.
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The maximum level of the suppressed voltage may vary depending on the

recorded variable,. The circuit diagram of such a differential suppression

unit designed for a maximum suppression of approximately 9 volts is given

in Figure 1.

It must be noted that a voltage suppression is effective only in

cases where the portion of the transient voltage to be examined does not

vary considerably with time; in other words, when the waveform is of

rectangular or flat trapezoidal shape. Such voltage suppression units

are being used in connection with dynamic experiments where heavy batteries

are used as a pulse power source in order to heat conductors to temperatures

close to their melting points within less than one second. In this case,

a nearly flat topped current pulse flows through the specimen. In such

experiments it has been possible to suppress 90 to 99 percent of the

incoming voltage signals. Since the suppression voltage is constant, it

can be measured very accurately under steady- state conditions by a

potentiometer. Therefore, the oscilloscope inaccuracies are applicable

only to the unsuppressed portion of the signal,

b. Time Synchronization

In order to synchronize the operation of all the oscilloscopes, it

is not sufficient to use a single trigger signal. The most effective

way of insuring a one-to-one correspondence between the simultaneous

points on the traces of every oscillogram is to provide a means of making

the same time signals on every oscillogram during the transient experiment.

A modified time-mark generator is used to achieve this. Its output is fed

into the oscilloscope vertical amplifiers and provides small, sharp dots
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or vertical spikes at regular time intervals, on the oscilloscope signal

traces. The frequency of the time markers can he selected according to

the duration of the experiment.

Two major modifications in the time-mark generator were made. The

first was the installation of an amplifier and a pulse- length control

unit to adjust the amplitude and the duration of the markers. The second

was a gate unit to start the markers at a given time.

By thus establishing the compatibility of events with a common time

base on different oscillograms, uncertainties arising from the triggering

of the beams of different oscilloscopes and from non-linearities of the

time scales can be reduced to a negligible level.

3o Experimental Arrangement and Operation

Selected experiments were conducted to assess the operational

characteristics of the oscilloscopic measurement system containing

differential suppression and time synchronization provisions. The

objective was to determine the value of a test resistance by measuring

the current flowing through it and the voltage drop across its terminals

under transient conditions (millisecond time resolution) and comparing

this measurement with its resistance under steady- state conditions as

determined by the potentiometric method.

The experimental arrangement is shown schematically in Figure 2.

The main circuit was designed for heavy pulse currents (up to 5000 A).

The value of the pulse current was obtained by measuring the voltage

drop across a reference resistance (l nfi). The test resistance was an

Inconel tube (250 mm long, 25 mm O.D., 5.1 mm thick).
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Because of the very low resistance, the great mass of the electrical

system, and the relatively stable power source (a 28 V battery bank of

1200 ampere - hours capacity), current flowing through the circuit does

not change appreciably during the short pulse. This implies that the

current pulse is of rectangular form. In order to simulate actual heatiig

conditions, in which the current decreases with time as the specimen

resistance increases with temperature, a trapezoidal current pulse was

obtained by inserting a tungsten strip (100 mm long, 6.2 mm wide, 0.5 mm

thick) in series with the test resistance. Die slope of the top of the

trapezoidal pulse is then determined mainly by the characteristics of

the tungsten strip.

Experiments were conducted both with and without the tungsten

strip in the circuit. Figure 5 shows oscillograms of two typical cases

of rectangular and trapezoidal pulses. For each case, the complete pulse

is shown as well as the partial recording after suppression of the major

portion of the pulse. The partial recording is on a more sensitive scale.

Because of the short duration of the heavy current pulses, all

operations are synchronized with the aid of time-delay units. As may be

seen in Figure 2, after manual triggering, the main switch is closed and

the current pulse is sent through the system. At this point, the voltage

developed across the test resistance triggers a voltage detector, which

sends a signal to the time-delay unit to trigger the oscilloscopes and

operate the mercury switches and the time-mark generator. The time

sequence of major events in an experiment is shown in Figure The

mercury switches play a very important role in the successful operation
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of the measurement system. Normally, each mercury switch is open, placing

the suppression unit on open circuit and isolating it from the main circuit.

Thus, even though the suppression voltage is at the predetermined level, it

is not sensed by the oscilloscope. The mercury switch closes only after

the flow of heavy current has started and opens a short time before the

pulse ends. Therefore, while the mercury switch is closed, the oscilloscope

senses only the difference between the source voltage and the suppression

voltage. This arrangement keeps the oscilloscope beam on the screen at

all times, eliminating overload conditions that result when the beam goes

off screen. Overload conditions tend to alter the base line position of

the beam and cause a high degree of irreproducibility and inaccuracy in

the results (amounting to several millivolts). In addition, mercury

switches provide superposition of the base line of the actual pulse with

that obtained under zero signal conditions, as may be seen in Figure

Hie two base lines obtained at slightly different times are thereby

compared and a correction can be made in the event of a difference between

them.

For dynamic measurement of the value of the test resistance, which

requires the measurement of two variables, two oscilloscopes instead of

one dual-beam oscilloscope were intentionally used. The time scales of

the two oscilloscopes were set on arbitrary "uncalibrated” positions so

that the experimenter could rely completely on the time markers in

correlating the corresponding current and voltage signals. Since the

same time markers appear on both signal traces, non-linearities in the

time scales do not cause any errors; in fact, it is not even necessary

to calibrate the oscilloscope time scales.
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The two oscilloscopes used in the experiment were electrically-

isolated from each other by means of isolation transformers at the

power-line connections. Isolation transformers were also used ahead

of all other inputs, such as trigger signals and time-marker signals.

It was found that neglect of such precautions introduced stray currents

and erroneous signals. Each oscilloscope was completely floating

electrically and its relative ground (reference) point was at the negative

potential of either the reference or the test resistance.

A permanent record of the signal traces was made by photographing the

oscilloscope screen. The traces on the oscillograms thus obtained were

measured with the use of a micrometer microscope.

The foregoing paragraphs have presented the experimental arrangement

for measuring the value of a test resistance under pulse conditions, and

comparing it with its value under steady- state conditions. However, to

measure certain thermodynamic quantities under dynamic conditions, it is

necessary to know the power imparted to the specimen as a function of time.

Although both resistance and power are obtained through the measurement of

the same two variables, the errors associated with them may be different

from each other inasmuch as one is represented by a quotient, the other by

a product. If the systematic errors in voltage and current are in the same

direction, the resulting relative error in resistance will be the difference

between these relative errors, whereas the corresponding power error will be

their sum; conversely, if these errors are of opposite sign, the resistance

error will be their sum and the power error their difference.

An additional experiment was performed to assess the errors involved

with the dynamic measurement of one variable, such as current or voltage.
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In this experiment the same basic circuit as that given in Figure 2 was

used. The original 1 nfi reference resistance was replaced by one of

100 nQ. A direct current of approximately 12 A was allowed to flow

under steady- state conditions through the main circuit. The potential

across the reference resistance was measured by a potentiometer, and, at

the same time, recorded with the improved oscillographic technique

following the procedure developed for the pulse experiments. The

comparison of the two results obtained by the two different methods gives

the accuracy of the dynamic recording of one variable under quasi-dynamic

conditions. This procedure was used separately to check each of the two

oscilloscopes. The only difference between this quasi-dynamic method and

that of a pulse experiment is the absence of possible fields and skin

effects. It is shown in Section 5 that errors of this origin are

negligibly small.

Thus, the results of two separate experiments, (l) pulse experiments

yielding a comparison of steady- state resistance with that under pulse

conditions, and (2) quasi-dynamic experiments yielding a comparison of

one variable under steady- state and quasi-dynamic conditions, determine

the accuracy of measurement of the variables of dynamic experiments by

the improved oscilloscopic technique.

Oscillogram Measurements and Calculations

The signal traces on the oscillogram are converted into the corresponding

voltages by performing a calibration experiment in which a known constant

voltage (measured potentiometrically) is applied to the oscilloscope and

the ratio of this voltage to the deflection in the oscilloscope is determined.



IfBecause of oscilloscope imperfections, this ratio, or "calibration factor,

is a function of three semi- independent parameters: the horizontal position

of the trace on the oscillogram, its vertical level, and the magnitude of

the deflection.

Ideally, for every point measured, the known applied voltage should be

chosen to produce a deflection equal to that accompanying the unknown pulse

signal and at the same horizontal and vertical positions. In the case of

rapidly changing pulses, one calibration would then be required for each

point of measurement, or a study of the variation of deflection with the

three parameters would be needed for each oscilloscope used. However, to

avoid an excessive number of calibrations, two calibration measurements

were made for each pair of pulses, one equal in deflection to that of the

extreme left end of the pulse range to be measured, and similarly positioned

(usually a positive deflection at the start), and a corresponding one for

the extreme right end (usually a negative deflection at the finish in a

trapezoidal pulse). The calibration factor k^ for any intermediate point x

was then interpolated as follows:

k
x

“ k
l

+ ( kn
• k

l
)(t

x
' “ tl) (1)

where k^ and k^ are, respectively, the initial and final calibration

factors and t , t^, t are the corresponding times.

This technique assumes that the calibration factor has a linear

variation with each of the two position parameters. It automatically

corrects for the effect of these two parameters regardless of drift in

the calibration from day to day or with a change in oscilloscope. The

correction for pulse deflection magnitude was found to be negligible in



comparison with those for position. Die errors due to interpolation and

neglect of the deflection magnitude parameter are minimized "by the fact

that pulse experiments are designed to intersect the baseline approximately

at the midpoint of the trace. Thus, the calibration factor is accurately

measured at the extreme positions where the contribution of oscilloscope

error to the total signal is greatest, and interpolated at intermediate

points where the contribution of the more accurate potentiometric

measurement is more important.

Die deflections themselves in the pulse and calibration oscillograms

are measured by reading the difference between the center of the pulse

trace and the center of a baseline which represents the position of the

beam when only the suppression voltage is present. The pulse trace

(Figure 5 ) shows initial and final traces at the baseline level and an

intermediate trace at the pulse level. Because the absent portion of the

base level may not be linear, a separate baseline trace, superimposed on

the pulse trace 2, is taken before the pulse, and a baseline level is

thus obtained for each pulse position measured. A correction must be

made, however, for an imperfection which often occurs in superposition

of the base level of the pulse trace and the level of the baseline.

This correction is obtained by algebraically adding the pulse-baseline

difference at the ends to that measured at the intermediate points.

The overlap is different at the two ends of the pulse and must therefore

be interpolated between them as for the calibration factor. The corrected

pulse deflection. A, is obtained as follows:

A = E
x - A

x
+ 2 [Dl - C

x
+ <D

n - C
n

+ Cj
_

- Dl)(tx - t
x
)/(t

n - t
x)] (2)
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where

,

is the uncorrected pulse deflection at point x, A representing

the pulse trace center and B the corresponding baseline center,

is the level of the baseline just after it diverges from the overlap,

D^ is the level of the overlapping pulse and baselines just before

divergence.

Subscript n refers to the corresponding points after the end of the piols

C before convergence, D^ after convergence,

t_ , t , t are the corresponding times.
1 n x

These points are shown on Figure 5*

5. Results and Discussion

The method was assessed by comparing the resistance of an Inconel tube

measured as described in Section 3 under steady- state and under pulse

conditions at 25° C. The following measurements were made:

1. A steady- state potentiometric measurement of the resistance of

the Inconel tube before the series of pulse measurements and,

three months later, after the series. Hie mean of six

measurements in each case was 3*07755 nil before and 3*07778 nil

after (at 25° C). The average of the two means, 3*07767 was

used as a standard for the pulse measurements.

2. A group of 14 rectangular 100-ms pulses of about 600 A, in which

an average of 12.6 percent of the pulse amplitude was recorded

on the oscilloscope, the remainder measured before and after

the pulse by potentiometer. Five measurements on the current

and voltage oscilloscope traces were made at equally spaced

time intervals for a total of 70 measurements.



3 • A group of three rectangular pulses similar to the last, hut

with an average of 0.3 percent of the pulse amplitude recorded.

4. A group of eight trapezoidal 90-ms pulses of about 500 A, in

which an average of 6 percent of the pulse was recorded at the

start, 1.5 percent at the midpoint, and -6 percent at the end,

that is, the suppression voltage measured potentiometrieally was

greater than the amplitude of the last half of the pulse resulting

in a negative deflection on the oscilloscope. These pulses are

representative of the pulse shape to he expected in a calorimetric

experiment in which the specimen temperature is changing rapidly

over a range of several hundred or thousand degrees. For each

pulse, a total of five measurements at equally spaced time

intervals were made.

5. A group of 11 trapezoidal 50-ms pulses of about 1300 A., in which

an average of 4 percent of the pulse was recorded at the start,

0.2 percent at the midpoint, and -4 percent at the end.

Table 1 lists the difference between steady- state and pulse resistance

values and the standard deviation of each group of measurements described

in items 2 to 5» Figure 6 shows the dependence of the above on the

fraction recorded on the oscilloscope for both rectangular and trapezoidal

pulses. In general, if the fraction recorded is kept as low as 6 percent

of the total, an accuracy of 0.1 percent or better and a reproducibility

of ±0.07 percent or better are possible, and for fractions of 1 percent

or less, errors of the order of 0.01 percent in resistance can be achieved.

The average systematic error of all the determinations reported in

this paper was positive. This positive systematic error decreased almost



Table 1

RESULTS OF DYNAMIC RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS

Pulse Shape

Fraction
Recorded On

Oscilloscope,
Per Cent

Number of
Measurements

Resistance
Difference
Per Cent

Standard
Deviation
Per Cent

Rectangular, 600 A 12.6 TO +0.08 0.09

Rectangular, 600 A 0.5 15 +0.003 0.01

Trapezoidal, 500 A 6 16 +0.08 0.06

3 16 +0.03 0.04

1.5 8 +0.009 0.02

Trapezoidal, 1300 A 4 22 +0.07 0.06

2 22 +0.04 0.03

0.2 11 +0.005 0.03
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RESISTANCE

DIFFERENCE,

PERCENT

STANDARD

DEVIATION,

PERCENT

FRACTION RECORDED, PERCENT

Figure 6. Variation of Resistance Difference and Standard Deviation
of an Individual Determination of Resistance as a Function
of Percentage of Signal Recorded on Oscilloscope,
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to zero as the fraction recorded approached zero, whereas the resistance

corresponding to the negative limit of the standard deviation remained

almost constant. There is apparently a bias of unknown origin in the

oscilloscope recordings.

Tie possibility of decreasing the number of calibration measurements

is indicated by the fact that calibration factors at a given oscilloscope

position are reproducible from one experiment to another on a given day

to about 1 percent. Tie results reported in these experiments were

obtained with one calibration between each two pulses.

Tie quasi-dynamic experiments described in Section 3 (with steady-

state current of approximately 12 A and effective measurement duration

of 50 ms) produced the following results: for 20 measurements at each

suppression level recorded, the voltage oscilloscope showed a mean

systematic error of -0.027 percent at 90 percent suppression and -0.003

percent at 98*9 percent suppression; the current oscilloscope +0.02^

percent at 92 percent suppression and -0.004 percent at 99° 2 percent

suppression. At the higher fractions recorded, the systematic errors for

voltage and current were each about one-third the systematic error of a

resistance measurement and were opposite in sign. Tiis limited group of

data would favor the idea that the power measurements would be no less

accurate than the resistance measurements.
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There are several sources of error that contribute to the measured

difference between steady- state and pulse resistance values. Steady- state

resistance measurements are one or two orders of magnitude more accurate

than pulse measurements. Therefore, most of the difference can be

attributed to errors in pulse measurements. A list of major sources of

error and their estimated magnitudes in oscilloscopic measurement of a

variable in dynamic experiments is given in Table 2. It may be noted

that the table includes also errors due to phenomena affecting the

components of the overall system in addition to the suppression unit-

oscilloscope combination.

6. Conclusions

The results of the present investigation have shown that it is

possible to measure variables in dynamic experiments with an accuracy

of 0.1 to 0.01 percent using an improved oscilloscopic technique. This

method is applicable primarily to dynamic experiments where the pulse

shape is rectangular or flat trapezoidal.

Ihe method was checked by conducting pulse experiments of

millisecond time resolution, in which the resistance of an Inconel

tube measured under dynamic conditions was compared with its direct-

current value. An increase of one or two orders of magnitude in the

measurement accuracy was achieved by (i) suppressing the major portion

of the signals by known constant voltages, and (2) providing time

synchronization between traces on different oscilloscope screens. It

was observed that the increase in accuracy was approximately

proportional to the suppression level.
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Table 2

LIST OF MAJOR SOURCES OF ERROR IN 06CILL06COPIC

MEASUREMENT OF A VARIABLE USING SUPPRESSION

Hie exact value depends upon the nature of the pulse and geometry
of resistance across which potential measurements are made.

**
The frequency response of the suppression units was checked for
frequencies up to 10 kHz.

MUM
The potentiometer error does not enter into a comparison of pulse
and steady- state resistances, voltages, or currents, but does
affect power measurements in a calorimetric experiment.
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The improved oscilloscopic recording system has potential

applications in various high-speed (millisecond time resolution)

measurements of thermodynamic, transport, and other related properties

at high temperatures with an unprecedented accuracy. The basic concept

of this method, after some modifications, may also be applied to other

experiments of even higher time resolution (microsecond), such as,

capacitor discharge, exploding wire, etc.
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Chapter 3

THE ENTHALPY OF SOLID AND LIQUID BeO’AJ^O^ FROM 1200 TO 2l±00®K.

S. Ishlhara and E. D. West

Intr oduction

Measurements of the heat capacity and relative enthalpy of BeO'A^O^

from 15°K to 1200°K and derived thermodynamic properties have been report-

ed previously [1,2,3]* These measurements have now been extended to

2i|.00
o
K, to include the heat of fusion and part of the liquid range. The

new measurements will permit revision of the present tables of thermo-

dynamic quantities, which are based on extrapolations from 1200°K.

Apparatus

The apparatus used in this work has been described in an earlier

report in this series [U]* A number of changes have been made since

that report.

The apparatus was moved to a laboratory in which the temperature is

regulated to ±1°C. This environment eliminates much of the problems of

the effect of room temperature on the pyrometer. The effect was further

reduced by replacing some temperature -sensitive germanium transistors

with silicon transistors.

A solid-state reference voltage supply for furnace control has re-

placed the mercury cell. The constancy of the furnace temperature de-

pends directly on the constancy of this supply and corrections are made

for variations in the furnace temperature. These changes are now so small

that they have a virtually negligible effect on the measured heat (< 0.02/6).
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A copper thermometer -wound non-inductively and cemented with an

epoxy resin in a groove in the copper block has replaced the platinum

resistance thermometer. Comparisons made between the two over a period

of years indicated that the copper thermometer was stable within the

precision of measurement. Its resistance is about 80 ohms, so that the

change in resistance per degree is about three times as large as the re-

sistance change in the platinum thermometer. It also has the advantage

of excellent thermal contact with the calorimeter so that its excess

temperature due to heat generated by the thermometer current is

-3
6 x 10 °C at 2 mA, compared to 2 x 10 °C for the platinum thermometer.

The change in the excess temperature for ordinary variations in thermom-

eter current is now negligible. Electrical calibrations with the copper

thermometer in the new laboratory have a standard deviation of 0.005$

compared to 0.006$ with the platinum thermometer in the old location.

The insulating powders in the furnace have been replaced several

times since the earlier report. These powders sinter at 2700-2800°K

and become much less efficient insulators. Replacement then becomes

necessary.

Routine reduction of experimental data to relative enthalpies is

now done by digital computer. The probability of small errors in compu-

tation is much smaller than for hand-operated machines.

Experimental Procedure

The experimental procedure is designed to account for gains in

weight of the outer container. Three or four individual experiments

are made in a day and are ordered so that the first and last experiments
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are duplicates. When the weight of the outer container changes between

the first and last experiments, any difference in the total heat for

these experiments, after appropriate corrections, is assumed to be pro-

portional to the weight gain and intermediate experiments are to be

corrected according to the weight gain in each. In practice, the cor-

rection factor in joules per milligram is determined by plotting deter-

minations for all experiments and drawing a smooth curve through them.

Above 2000°K, the correction factor is virtually constant. The magnitude

of the correction ranges from negligible at 1600 oK to 5# of the enthalpy

of the liquid BeOAX^O^. (The liquid sample is about one-half the weight

of the solid sample.)

The weight gain was formerly assumed to be due to carbon from the

furnace atmosphere, but data corrected on this assumption showed system-

atic trends. Weights are now determined after each individual experiment,

which considerably slows the work but permits the empirical correction

for each experiment. The advantage of the empirical correction is that

it does not assume any particular chemical process for the weight gain.

Samples and Containers

The preparation and analysis of the BeO-A^O^ are described by

Furukawa and Saba [3]* Our samples were made up from a portion of this

material from which the fine material had been removed with a 16-mesh

screen. A few particularly dark particles were discarded. The water

content was found to be 0.16# as determined in a carbon-hydrogen-nitrogen

analyzer, separated by gas chromatography, and determined by thermal
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conductivity. A new spec trochemical analysis of the dried sample shows

small differences from the earlier one [3]: 0. 01-0.1$ Fe instead of

0.001-0.01, but no Ni instead of 0.01-0.1; 0.01-0.1 Mg instead of

0.001-0.01; 0.01-0.1 Si instead of <0.01.

In high-temperature work it is necessary to use a variety of samples

in order to check on the possibility that a single sample is not repre-

sentative in the way it loses weight or reacts with the container, for

example. We have therefore used a variety of samples, as well as con-

tainers, in order to randomize these effects. To some extent, these

effects are included in statistical variations in the data and not left

as undetected systematic errors.

Two types of containers are used. The first type, which we call an

outer container, is used at lower temperatures where weight losses from

the sample are negligible. It is not sealed, so that the sample can be

loaded into the container as small lumps and removed to obtain a sample

and container weight for each individual experiment. The second type,

used at higher temperatures and throughout the liquid range, consists of

the unsealed outer container and an inner container electron-beam welded

after adding a weighed amount of sample. This technique has the advantage

that the weight of the inner container is virtually constant and the

significant changes in weight of the outer container can be accounted for

experimentally. It has the disadvantage that the experiment gives the

combined enthalpy of sample plus inner container.
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The samples are lettered as in Table ±:

A. Unsealed Mo container. No prior treatment. Total weight loss

in two experiments at 1700°K, 0.38$. Spec troc hemical analysis

showed a decrease in Cu from 0.001-0.01$ to <0.001 and an in-

crease in Mo from nil to 0.01-0.1$.

B. Unsealed Mo container. Weight loss on first exposure to 1700°K,

0.U$; additional weight loss in first exposure to 2000°K, 0.07$;

no further significant changes in weight.

C. Unsealed Mo container. Weight loss in first exposure to 1175°K,

0.25$; additional loss at 1700°K, 0.1$.

D. Unsealed Mo container. Weight loss on first exposure at 1175 °K,

0.2i;$.

G. Welded Me inner container. Heated 6 hr in platinum crucible in

flame of Meker burner before loading (approx. 1200°K). The

container lost 3*06 mg during the welding process. Because of

the extremely localized heating in this process the weight loss

was taken to be Mo. No further significant weight changes were

observed (variations less than 0.1 mg).

H. Welded W inner container. Pretreated as E. Container lost

2*70 mg in welding. This compares with the 1+.7 mg lost in

eaflier work on Aj^O^ ft]* No further significant weight changes.

Results

Results of individual experiments are presented in Table 1. Correc-

tions to the temperature have been made as described earlier [U]. The

quantity of heat includes corrections for the enthalpy of the container
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and contents between the final calorimeter temperature and 298,15* Data

for these corrections are taken from references [5,6,7],

The number of moles of BeO-AX^O^ were calculated from weight in

vacuo, using a molecular weight of 126*9728 (density 3*71 g/cm ).

The enthalpy of the solid can be represented by the equation

H
T
-H
298.l5 = (.303002 )T - (543721)10 3

T
2

+ (1 . 25980)10
8
T
3

(56.1960) Xn (T) + 23U.3U2 kilojoules/mole

H750 <T <2025°, T = °C + 273*15

(1 )

Experimental points from the work of Ditmars and Douglas [1] for

the range 973 to 1173 °K were included in obtaining eq (l) so that it

would Join smoothly with their data. The root -mean-square deviation of

a single enthalpy determination (1 empty and 1 full) from this equation

is 0.18$. The enthalpy of the liquid can be represented by the equation

The root-mean-square deviation of a single enthalpy determination

(3 individual experiments) is .03$.

Some results have been obtained for the enthalpy of molybdenum.

When sealed inner containers are used, the enthalpy of the container

material must be subtracted from the experimental result to obtain the

enthalpy of the sample. Results are therefore sensitive to the value

used for the enthalpy of the container material. Because differences be-

tween laboratories are rather large for high temperature enthalpies, the

uncertainty in the enthalpy of the sauple can be reduced if the enthalpy

H
T
-H
298.l5

= - (0.950768 )T + (.267103)10
3

T
2

+ (1.31156 )10
3 kilojoules/mole

2168° <T <2350°, T = *C + 273.15

(2 )
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of the container material is measured in the same apparatus. We had not

determined the enthalpy of molybdenum in our apparatus, so the enthalpy

of a sample of molybdenum (76.1002 mM) used for the inner container was

determined simultaneously with the beryllium aluminate. The experimental

data are included in Table 1. On a molar basis these enthalpy data are

51.60 kJ/mole at 2027.3°K; 55*11 at 2121.0; 57 . 9k at 2191.95 59*91 at

22UU.7* These data are lower than those reported by Kirillin, et al [8]

by 0.U8, 0.U2, 0.16 and 0.08$ respectively. These differences are well

within their estimated maximum error of ±1.2$.

Discussion

At 1200°K, eq (l) gives a value for the enthalpy of BeO'AX^O^, 0.17$

greater than the corresponding equation of Ditmars and Douglas [1]. This

difference is well within the accuracy of 0.3$ of our pyrometer calibra-

tion. At 2100°, the enthalpy calculated from eq (l) is 2.5$ greater than

the value from their extrapolation. This agreement is rather good for

such a long extrapolation, but the difference is large enough to warrant

the preparation of new tables of thermodynamic properties.

The heat of fusion at 2Iii3°K, which we take to be the melting point,

is 173*8 kj/mole. The heat of fusion is the difference between eqs (l)

and (2). Since the difference varies slightly with temperature, the

choice of melting point has some influence on the heat of fusion.

Lang, et al. [9], give the melting point of BeOAX^O^ as 2 lit3 ±10°K.

Our enthalpy data bracket the melting point. In the experiments at 2132°,

the sample is about one -half melted. In the experiments at 2168°, the

sample is entirely melted, because this point fits the equation for the
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liquid. These data are consistent with a melting point of 21U3 ±10°K.

The change in the heat of fusion calculated from eqs (l) and (2) for a

10°K uncertainty is about 0.25 kj/mole, which is probably less than some

other uncertainties.

A larger uncertainty is associated with the amount of impurity

present in the liquid — principally from the containers. This amount

appears to depend on the container material, since the experiments in

tungsten In the premelting range indicate a higher melting point than

those in molybdenum. Analytical data are not yet available for use in

estimating this uncertainty.

Another uncertainty is associated with the uncertainty in eqs (1)

and (2). The standard deviation of the difference is 0.18$ or 0.31 kJ/mole;

the uncertainty in the heat of fusion would be slightly larger because

the curves are extrapolated.
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Table 1. Enthalpy Measurements of Solid, Premelting, and Liquid BeO'A-^C^

.

Furnace Heat to Millimoles BeOAA^O Enthalpy % Deviation
Temperature °K, Calorimeter and Sample J

It
r“
H
298.i5

from
Date, and at 298.15°K Designation Smoothed Curve

Container material

Joules Kilojoules/mole

1181.1 1+51+9-9 15.1+56 D 139.62 .028
2-6-67 2391.9

Molybdenum 2391.1
U677.8 16.370 B 139.69 .078

1181.1 I+67I+.I+ 16 .370 B 139.52 -.01+1+

2-3-67 2390.5
Mo 2390.5

1+675.8 16 .370 B 139-60 .011+

1306.2 2760.7
2-21-67 51+17.1+ 16.370 B 162.29 .038

Mo 5Ul8.7
2760.6

16 .370 B 162.38 .093

1U08.9 6039.0 16.369 B 181.21 .063

2-13-67 3072.7
Mo 3072.7

6038.5 16.369 B 181.91 .052

1U09.0 615U.3 17.025 C 181.07 -.023

1-30-67 3071.6
Mo 3071.3

6155.7 17.022 c 181.20 .048

1509.3 3376.7
2-16-67 6650.6 16.369 B 200.01 .108

Mo 6651.5
3378.9

16.369 B 199-93 .069

1608.2 7272.5 16.368 B 218.18 -.155
2-27-67 3701.3
Mo 3703.0

7276.5 16.368 B 218.31 -.091+

1713.6 7935.1 16.1+77 B 239.33 .209

1-18-67 3991.6
Mo 3989.9

79U0.3 16.476 B 239.77 .390

1716 .

0

3973.0
-.031+1-11-67 79U5 - 0 16.603 A 239.23

Mo 791+5.1+

3973.7

16.603 A 239.21 -.01+1

1813.9 8601.2 16 .369 B 258.28 -.123

2-23-67 1+373-4

Mo 1+374.8

8599.1+ 16.369 B 258.08 -.202

1917 .1+ 1+771.9
3-1-67 9331+ .1 16.368 B 278.71+ -.256

Mo 9336.0
1+770.1+

16.367 B 278.95 -.189

2021.8 lOQl+8.7 16.387 B 300.62 -.11+8

1-20-67 5122.4
Mo 5120.2

10047 .6 16.371 B 300.98 -.027

2027 .3

5-21+-67

1+330.3

9419-7
(8258.5)

10.8297 G 303.72 .1+96

Tungsten,
Sample in sealed 1+332 .6

Mo

M.W. 126.9728
Density 3.71 gm/cc.

Molybdenum experiment.
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Table 1. (Cont’d.)

#
Enthalpy Measurements of Solid, Premelting, and Liquid BeO’Ai^C...

Furnace Heat to ]

Temperature °K, Calorimeter
Date, and at 298.15°K

Outer and Inner

Container material

Joules

Millimoles BeO-A-^O.,,

and Sample ^

Designation

Enthalpy
H
T
-H
298.15

Kilojoules/mole

% Deviation
from

Smoothed Curve

2091.7 U620.5
6-5-67 9983.U 10.8297 G 321.37

Tungsten, Molybdenum U626.8

2121.0 U611.1
5-29-67 106U9.0 _ 10.8297 G 380.29
W, Mo (88QU .1)

U609.8

2132.8 5600.0
7-17-67 12210.6 7.515U H 397.56
W, W 12229.2 7 .515U H 398.63

5610.6

2168.1 5737.5
7-26-67 132U3.0 7.515U H 505 . 81 .01

W, W 132UU .6 7.515U H 506.03

2191.9 12U9U.9 ** 10.8297 G 510.30 -.11
6-7-67 (9359.lt)

W, Mo U951.5
12U97.3 10.8297 G

22I4I4..7 52U3 *6 **
6-9-67 (9802.6)
W, Mo 130028 10.8297 G 523.73 .10

22UU .8 5365.6
6-23-67 1317U.9 7.515U H 522.91 -.06

W, W 5357.6

2297.6 13899.3 7.515U H 537.15 .01

7-7-67 5858.5
W, W 13909.5 7.515U H

23Hi4 .ll 6203.7
7-11-67 1UU56.6 7.515U H 550.58 -.01

W, W 6190.6

*M.W. 126.9728
Density 3.71 gm/cc

Molybdenum experiment.
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Chapter h

THE INFRARED SPECTRUM OF MATRIX ISOLATED CsOH and CsOD

N. Acquista, S. Abramowitz, and D. R. Lide

ABSTRACT

The infrared spectra of matrix isolated CsOH and CsOD have
been observed. Both the CsO stretching modes and the bending modes
have been assigned for both isotopic species. The isotopic shift
observed for the bending mode, satisfies the relationship
expected for a linear molecule using the bond distances recently
derived from the microwave spectra of these species. V- of CsOH
is at 335.6 cm”l, while a value of 330.5 cm~l is found for CsOD.
v Is fmtnd at 309.8 and 302.4 cm"'*- for CsOH and at 230 and

Recently successful efforts to study the molecular structure
of gaseous metal hydroxides were reported by Lide and co-workers .

^

They observed the microwave spectrum of monomeric KOH and CsOH in
the saturated vapor above the liquid in the temperature range of

500 to 600°C. Previous attempts to observe the infrared and microwave
spectra of metal hydroxides have been largely unsuccessful except
for the work of Spinar and Margrave, ^ who observed weak bands in the
infrared spectra of NaOH, KOH, and RbOH vapors . Other spectral
observations on the metal hydroxides have been confined to the near
infrared mainly in solutions and crystals. ^ Little structural
information about the gaseous species was obtained from these
studies. With significant amounts of monomeric CsOH present in the
vapor, as determined both by mass spectrometric^ > 6 and microwave
studiesl>2 appeared possible that the CsOH monomeric species
could be isolated in an argon matrix at liquid hydrogen temperatures
and its infrared spectrum observed. The results of such a study of

CsOH and CsOD are reported here.

CsOD

INTRODUCTION
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EXPERIMENTAL

Since the experimental techniques used have been described in

detail by Mann e_t a_l.'
7 only a short account will be given here.

The spectra were obtained with a Perkin-Elmer 301 grating spectro-

photometer with a wavenumber range of 4000 to 50 cm”l.® Refrigeration

was provided by an Air Products Cryotip operated in the range of

20 to 33 °K. An electron bombardment furnace contained in a vertical

housing was used to vaporize the samples from silver double-boiler

Knudsen cells.

The CsOH, which was obtained from commercial sources, was

heated gradually to a temperature of 700°C to remove water and

other volatile impurities. It was necessary to outgas the sample

for periods greater than 24 hours in order to remove the impurities
which masked the spectrum of monomeric CsOH. The CsOD, which was
prepared from CsOH, ^ was treated similarly. The difficulties in

estimating the temperature of the effusing gas and the ratio of

the matrix diluent to the sample (M/S) have been discussed . ^

>

9

It is felt that M/S ratios in the range 300:1 to 1000:1 and
temperatures to 700°C are representative of the conditions
utilized in these experiments.

Diffusion studies, in which the deposited sample was allowed
to warm up to 33°K were performed in an effort to differentiate
between monomeric and polymeric species. This method proved to be

unsuccessful since CsOH does not diffuse readily up to 33°K,

probably because of its relatively large molecular weight. More
useful information was obtained by studying the spectra of samples
produced at several effusing temperatures. As the temperature of

the gas effusing from the double boiler of a Knudsen cell is

increased the mole ratio of the monomer to polymer is enhanced,
thus permitting the monomer bands to be identified.

The spectrum was calibrated by using atmospheric water lines

as standards. Spectral slit widths of about 1 cm"^ were used and

frequencies of the observed bands are accurate to about 0.5 cm"-*-.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

CsOH and CsOD have three fundamental frequencies; two of these,
and are approximately Cs-0 and 0-H stretching modes, while v

^
is the bending mode. The approximate frequencies of two of the

fundamental modes have been predicted by Lide and Kuczkowski from
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satellite intensity measurements in the microwave spectrum. They
estimate * 400±80 cm"!, while a frequency of about 300 cm"-*- is

quoted for . It is also expected that the Cs-0 stretching mode
in CsOH would be close in frequency to the CsF diatomic fundamental
at 352 cm"'-.'-*' Three strong bands appear in the infrared spectrum
in the region of 600-200 cm"-*-. With prolonged deposition, weaker
features begin to appear as shown in Fig. la. When the temperature
of the furnace is raised, thereby increasing the mole ratio of

monomer, the features below 300 cm"-'- lose intensity with respect
to the absorption bands above 300 cm"-'- as can be seen in Fig. lb.

The features at 335.6 and 309.8 and 302.4 cm"'- maintained their
intensity relative to each other in the two samples. These
features are therefore due to the same molecular species. The
bands which are modulated with temperature are due to polymeric
species of CsOH, leaving the bands at 335.6, 309.8, and 302.4 cm"'-

assigned to monomeric CsOH.

Fig. 2 shows the spectrum of CsOH and CsOD in the region of

350 to 300 cm"'- under conditions of higher resolution. The CsOD
spectrum shown in this figure contains a residual amount of CsOH.
The band position for both isotopic species together with their
assignment are given in Table 1. The only other strong feature
in the spectrum of CsOD is shown in Fig. 3. This band which is

located at 225.6 cm"'-, is complex with shoulders on the high
frequency side. It is included in the table with estimates for

the shoulder frequencies.

Since the 335.6 cm ^ band in CsOH is shifted only 5.1 cm
^

by deuterium substitution, it may be readily assigned to V- ,
the

Cs-0 stretching mode. This frequency is also consistent with the
estimate of 400±80 cm”'- from the microwave spectrum, and it is

close to the fundamental of CsF at 352 cm"'-. The multiplet at
302-309 cm"'- in CsOH must then be assigned to v„, the bending
mode. In CsOD the corresponding band appears at 225 cm”'- as a

broad feature with partially resolved structure. The observed
isotope shift in v« is in agreement with calculations, as shown
in Table 1. Calculations using reasonable force constants show
that the isotope shift observed for is the right order of

magnitude.

The OH stretching mode v~, which is expected in the region
of 3600 cm"'- in CsOH and 2500 cm”'- in CsOD could not be observed
because of the heavy water absorption in these regions.
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CONCLUSIONS

The spectra of matrix isolated CsOH and CsOD have been observed.

Assignments of and v have been made which are supported by
isotope shifts and which are consistent with estimates from the

microwave spectrum. The infrared and microwave data indicate that

the Cs-0 bond is highly ionic and that the bending force constant
is very low. The force field will be discussed in more detail
when data are available on the other alkali hydroxides.
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Table 1. Identification and classification of

fundamental frequencies.
the CsOH and CsOD

CsOH CsOD v /v
CsOD CsOH

v
i

335.6 330.5

V
2

309.8 230 0.7421.003

304.2 sh

302.4 225.6 0.7461.003

V
3

? ?

calculated ratio 0.745
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Chapter 5

INFRARED MATRIX SPECTRA OF LITHIUM FLUORIDE

Stanley Abramowitz, Nicolo Acquista, and Ira W. Levin

ABSTRACT

Evidence for a linear dimer Li
2
F
2 ^aS ^een obtained by

extending the spectral measurements for matrix isolated lithium
fluoride into the far infrared region. The vapors from solid
°LiF, ^LiF, and ^LiF/ 7LiF were deposited in argon matrices at

liquid hydrogen temperatures. Vibrational assignments were
made on the basis of the following linear species: ^Li

?
F«,

?Li
2
F ,

6 > 7Li F
2

, and 7 > 6Li
2
F
2

* Although the specific
geometry of tne dimer could not be determined, a normal
coordinate analysis supported the spectral interpretation of

a linear structure (Cay^)

.

INTRODUCTION

Infrared spectra of matrix isolated lithium fluoride
species indicate the formation of, at least, a rhomboid dimer

^
of D^ symmetry in addition to the presence of the monomeric form.

Several prominent spectral features, however, are not satisfactorily
assigned to a specific LiF system, particularly, the sets of

relatively strong bands that occur in argon matrices at 722 and
495 cm"l and at 769 and 522 cm"! for the isolated vapors of 7LiF
and °LiF, respectively. Since the matrix absorption bands for

the two isotopic forms of the monomer appear at 842 and 888 cm”^,

some workers attribute the additional bands to monomeric LiF
^ 2

absorptions arising from supplementary matrix trapping sites.

Alternatively, other investigators believe that the origin of the

unassigned bands may lie in the formation of either a trimer or

higher polymeric species. ^ >6 Reddington, however, suggests that
the controversial features possibly reflect the two high frequency
stretching modes of a matrix stabilized linear dimer.

^

In the present study the infrared measurements of matrix
isolated LiF are extended into the far infrared region in an
effort to characterize the absorptions of a linear dimer. The
use of several isotopic species, as well as mixtures of various
isotopic compositions, facilitated the vibrational assignment. A
normal coordinate analysis provided additional support for the
spectral interpretation of a linear Li

2
F
2

structure *
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EXPERIMENTAL

The methods used to isolate high temperature species in rare
gas matrices have been described in detail elsewhere. ^ Depending
upon the spectral region studied, the infrared spectra were
obtained either with a Perkin-Elmer model 99G monochromator or a

Q
Perkin-Elmer model 301 spectrophotometer. An Air Products
Cryotip supplied the necessary refrigeration at liquid hydrogen
temperatures, while an electron bombardment furnace vaporized the

LiF samples. ^LiF and ^LiF samples, supplied by the Stable
Isotopes Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, were evaporated
in double oven crucibles and were deposited in an argon matrix on
thin Csl windows. These samples, as well as 1:1 isotopic mixtures,
were investigated in the region from 1000 to 150 cm”l. The identi-
fication of various molecular species required warm-up procedures
in which the rates of appearance or disappearance of bands were
measured. Supplementary information for interpreting the data was
obtained by trapping in the matrix the LiF effusing at various
temperatures from the double oven Knudsen cell. The difficulties
in estimating both the temperature of the effusing gas and the 1257
ratio of the matrix diluent to the sample (M/S) has been discussed. * * *

It is felt that M/S ratios of 500:1 to 1000:1, and temperatures of
800° to 1200°C are representative of the conditions used in these
experiments

.

Internal and external absorption standards were used to
calibrate the observed spectra. Spectral slit widths of about
0.5 cm“l and 1.0 cm“l were obtained in the region from 1000 to

400 cm
- l and from 400 to 150 cm"l, respectively.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

400-150 cm ^ Region

7 6
The observed infrared spectrum of matrix isolated LiF, LiF, .

and a 1:1 mixture of ^LiF/^LiF appears in Fig. 1 for the 240-300 cm
region. The strong features at 293.8 and 276.4 cm"^ in ^LiF and
^LiF are assigned to the lowest infrared active vibration of

the planar rhomboid dimer of LiF. Confirmation is given by the ,

triad at 293.8, 284.7, and 276.4 cm”! in the 1:1 mixture of ?LiF / LiF
with the expected relative intensities of 1:2:1 for a dimer with
equivalent lithium atoms. A sample containing equal parts of ^LiF
and ^LiF would be expected to exhibit bands of relative intensity
of 1:2:1 and 1:1: 1:1 for the cases of a dimer containing equivalent
and nonequivalent lithium atoms, respectively. The observed ratio
of 1.0630 for v^(^Li)/v^(^Li) agrees quite well with the calculated
ratio of 1.0594 from the product rule for this mode. The behavior
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of this absorption area upon wanning the matrix and allowing
diffusion to occur is identical to the bands at 626, 646, and
661 cm"l and 537, 550, and 569 cm*"! which were previously assigned
to the v, and species of the rhomboid dimer of

and ^Li^F., respectively. 2 The three sets of features also
exhibit tne same relative intensity diminution relative to the
monomeric species when spectra are observed in samples deposited
from higher effusing temperatures.

The other set of bands in this region exhibit a different
rate of disappearance on warming the matrix than that demonstrated
by the features ascribed to the ring shaped dimer. Also, the
diminution in intensity of these bands upon deposition from a higher
effusing temperature relative to the change in intensity of the
monomeric species is distinctly less than that observed for the
ring shaped dimer. These features occur at 270.2 and 261.0 cm"-*-

for ^LiF and at 255.2 and 245.7 cm”*- for 7LiF. The spectrum of

the isotopic mixture gives additional bands at 265.5, 260.1, 252.9
and 249.6 cm"-*-. These absorptions are assigned to the linear dimer
species. Since the frequencies for the pure isotopic molecules are
less than 10 cm“l apart, the vibrations probably correspond to

different symmetry representations; namely, the stretching (X) and
bending (tt) modes of the dimer. Thus, we assign the bands at

255.2, 270.2, 265.5, and 260.1 to the vibration, the lowest
stretching mode, of F- 7Li-F- 7Li, F- Li-F^Li, F-^Li-F-^Li, and
F-^Li-F- 7Li, respectively. The bands at 245.7, 261.0, 252.9, and
249.6 cm“l then correspond to the v, bending modes of F- 7Li-F- 7 Li,

F- 6Li-F-6Li, F- 7Li-F- 6Li, F- 6Li-F- 7Li, respectively. The measure-
ments reported were obtained under high resolution conditions than
those shown. In addition to trapping the species from the isotopic
mixtures, thick deposits of the nearly pure isotopic samples, as

well as 1:1 to 1:3 mixtures were observed. Since the natural and
enriched samples of the ^LiF and 7 LiF, respectively, contained
about 5% of the other isotope, the thick deposits of the individual
species gave features of the mixed isotope spectra with the

appropriate intensity ratios expected.

— I 7 6
Absorption bands at 152.8 and 157.1 cm for the LiF and LiF

samples presented the same behvaior upon diffusion in the matrix
and the same intensity diminution upon deposition from a higher
temperature as the previous features. The spectrum appears in

Fig. lb. The mixed isotopic sample indicates a superposition of

the spectra of the two pure samples. These bands are assigned to

v,- of the F- 7Li-F- 7Li and F-^Li-F-^Li species. It was not possible
to resolve the spectrum for the mixture into the F-^Li-F- 7Li and
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P- Li-F- Li components, although it appears clear from the normal

coordinate analysis described below that the frequencies for of

these mixed species are between about 152 and 157 cm-1 .

Several other absorption features, both broad and narrow,

were observed in the spectra of the pure and mixed isotopes. Their
behavior upon diffusion, however, indicates that these bands arose
from systems other than either the dimeric or monomeric species.

900-400 cm ^ Region

The absorption bands arising from the two stretching modes of

a linear molecule are expected in this region. The higher
frequency stretching mode of Li^F^ occurs at 767.8 and 720.5 cm" 1

in ^Li^F^ and ^Li^F^, respectively. Spectra of these regions are
given in Figs, lc and Id. In addition to these features, one

observes the two stretching modes and v (I^ anc* B
3

^ t *ie

rhomboid dimer, as well as the bands for tne monomer, ^hese
species occur at substantially the same frequencies as reported
previously. 1-5

Features also appear which are attributed to species other

than the monomer or either dimer. These bands increase in

intensity upon diffusion which indicates that they are possibly
due to a polymer of three or more LiF aggregates. No further
discussion concerning the species responsible for these absorptions
will be given here.

High resolution spectra of 1:1 mixtures of LiF/ LiF show the

767.8 cm"-*- band split into two components of equal intensity.
These correspond to of F-^Li-F-^Li and F-^Li-F-^Li at 767.8
and 766.8 cm-1

,
respectively. The approximate equality of

intensities of these two components (in a 1:1 isotopic mixture)
is expected and provides further evidence for a dimer with two
nonequivalent lithium atoms. The corresponding absorption in 7LiF
is found at 720.5 cm"*-. This band is complicated by a shoulder to

the low frequency side which is more prominent in a 1:1 mixture of

^LiF/^LiF. Two weaker bands also were found in the mixed isotopic
sample. These features, as shown by diffusion experiments, are not
due to the linear dimeric form. Careful measurements of 7LiF and
various mixtures of and indicate that v.. of F-^Li-F- 7Li
is at 720.5 cm" 1 while v

1
of F- 7Li-F-6Li is at 720.8 cm"l. The

small isotope shifts for the and v modes, as seen in the
normal coordinate calculations, supports the existence of the
linear dimer model.
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Features attributed to the v symmetric stretching mode of

Li«F„ and DLi„F,F-Li-F-Li occur at 497.5 and 518.? cm"l in " jL

2
i
2 “''l* 2'

respectively. The mixed isotopic spectra, given in Fig. Ie, show
features at 493.5 and 514,4 cm” that are not due to any dimeric
or monomeric species. These bands increase markedly in intensity
upon diffusion and may be due to the same species responsible for

the unassigned absorptions in the 768 and 721 cm
-
^ regions.

Measurements of various mixed isotopic samples of ^LiF and ^LiF
show v

2
of F-^Li-F-^Li to be at 497.8 cm"!, while the corresponding

frequency of F-^Li-F-^Li is at 518.3 cm"-*-. In this region it was
again useful to measure the spectrum of ^LiF at 768 and 518 cm”

and ^LiF at 721 and 497 cm“^ with thick samples in order to obtain
the mixed isotope spectrum in a 5% concentration. The sets of

observed frequencies for the final assignment of the linear
molecule appear in Tables III and IV, along with the calculated
frequencies from the normal coordinate analysis.

The absorption spectrum of monomeric LiF in the argon matrix
is shown in Fig. 2. The doublet ascribed to the fundamental modes
of the diatomic species LiF and °LiF are the only absorption bands
in the spectrum which exhibit reversible temperature dependent
behavior. As the temperature is raised from 20-33*K, the doublet
is smeared out with an apparent blue shift of about 1 cm”l for one

of the components. No conclusion regarding the cause of this
behvaior will be given here, except to note that only the absorption
bands attributed to monomeric ^LiF and ^LiF at 842 and 888 cm

-1
,

respectively, exhibited such a phenomenon.

NORMAL COORDINATE ANALYSIS

In order to support the interpretation of a linear ^2*2
dimeric species, we performed a normal coordinate analysis for the
four isotopic systems. Several models for the linear structure
were considered; namely, a F-Li-F-Li dimer in which all bonds were
equivalent, a F-Li-F-Li dimer with a bifluoride structure, and a
species F-Li....F-Li containing an elongated central bond. For
the normal LiF bonds of the model structures, a length of 1.51 X
was assumed, while a value of 2.01 X from crystalline LiF was
taken for the long bonds. 9 The force field for a chosen model was
first refined about the ^Li and ^Li isotopic species. Interaction
force constants were systematically varied until close fits to the
observed frequencies were attained. This force field was then
used to calculate the frequencies for the mixed isotopic species,
namely, the F- Li-F-^Li and F-^Li-F-^Li molecules. In view of the
assumptions concerning the bond lengths and interactions in the
force constant matrix, the significance of the force field is

limited. Consequently, rather than stressing the values of the
individual force constants recognizing that the force field is not
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unique, we prefer to emphasize the closeness of the frequency fit

for the four isotopic molecules as evidence favoring the linear

dimeric structure.

For a linear dimer, F-Li-F-Li of C symmetry, the vibrational
representation is T 3X^ + 211, with the stretching vibrations
occurring in the Z

+V
species and the bending modes conforming to II

symmetry. The vibrational problem was cast in terms of the internal
coordinates and force constant matrix that appear in Table I.

Familiar GF matrix methods were used in solving the vibrational
secular equation.

Since the elements of the G matrix for the stretching
vibrations are independent of bond length, the frequency fits for

the £* species of the three linear dimers are equivalent. The
force constants for the various stretching force constants and the
comparison between the observed and calculated frequencies appear
in Table II and III, respectively. Again, the force constants
were refined about the ^Li^F^ and ^Li^F isotopes only. The
frequencies for the mixed isotopes are determined from this
potential function. Since a unique potential function probably
cannot be determined from the frequency data alone in this manner,
it is not worthwhile to refine the force field over all isotopes.
The results of the normal coordinate calculation for the II species
appear in Table IV. For these vibrations, the change in geometry
affects the calculated frequencies. Table IV indicates, however,
that within the framework of this calculation, a distinction in
geometry cannot be made decisively since the frequency fits are
quite reasonable for the three models.

Approximate descriptions of the stretching modes for the
'LiF and ^LiF species are defined by the calculated normal coordi-
nate vectors. The highest frequency v

1
appears to be mainly a

F-Li-F out-of-phase stretching mode, while the vibration is

composed primarily of the Li-F-Li out-of-phase motion. The v
^

vibration is approximately a F-Li, F-Li symmetric stretching
motion. Since it is not clear which linear dimer model is

preferred, detailed descriptions of the bending modes are not
given.

A further problem arises in the assignment of the v_ and
vibrations to the IT** and II species, respectively, since the
assignment may reasonably be reversed. A choice cannot be made
on the basis of the product rule. For example, the assignment
presented in Table III for ^Li^F and ^Li^F gives an isotopic
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frequency ratio of 1.176 for v^v

,

which is compared to

acalculated value of 1.144 from the product rule. Reversing the

assignments for the stretching and bending modes, V
3

and v^,

respectively, gives an isotopic frequency value of 1.180.

Table V presents the frequency fit for the bifluoride model, as

an example, for an assignment with the two frequencies reversed.

As before, the force field that was refined about the ^Li^F^ and
^Li^^ isotopic frequencies was used to calculate the frequencies
for the mixed species. The fit for the reversed frequency assign-
ment is only slightly worse than the fit in Tables III and IV.

Although it is difficult to resolve definitely the choice, we
prefer the assignment with the stretching motion at the higher
frequency.

In summary, we wish to stress that the probable nonuniqueness
of the force field precludes a choice of structures on the basis
of individual values of the force constants. The close frequency
fit determined from the modified potential function, however,
strongly indicates the linear nature of the trapped species.
Further characterization of the force field will require additional
molecular information, as for example, rotational distortion data
or mean-square amplitude data for the gas phase species.
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Table I. Internal coordinates and force constant matrix for the

linear dimer *

a) Internal coordinates

F-Li-F-Li

r s t

a * < F Li F

3 « < Li F Li

b) Force constant matrix
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Table II. Summary of force constants for the linear dimer models
of Li«F

9
. The stretching force constants are in units

of millidynes per angstrom, while the bending force
constants are in units of millidynes •angstroms

.

Model Species

F-Li-F-Li

n

F-Li-F Li
a

n

F-Li F-Li
a

n

Force Constant

f + f « 3.71
r s

f - 0.96
rs

0.59

f „ + f .

rt st

f + f
o 3

‘08
0.05

* 1.41

0.26

f + f * 0.36
a 8

f - 0.10
op

f + f - 0.46
o 8

f - 0.18
op

A dotted line represents a longer bond distance.
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Table III. Comparison between the observed and calculated frequencies,

in cm"-*-, for the symmetry species of the linear Li-F,-

dimer

.

Obs Calc Av Obs Calc Av

F LiF Li F
7
LiF

7
Li

V
1

767.8 768.0 +0.2 720.5 720.3 -0.2

v
2

518.6 518.8 +0.2 497.5 498.2 +0.7

V
3

270.2 266.5 -3.7 255.2 258.7 +3.5

6 7
F LiF Li

7 6
F LiF Li

v
i

766.8 767.7 +0.9 720.8 720.8 0

V
2

497.8 499.5 +1.7 518.3 517.2 -1.1

260.1 258.9 -1.2 265.5 266.3 -0.8
3
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Table IV. Comparison between the observed and calculated frequencies, in
-1

cm
,

for the tt symmetry species of three models for the Li F. linear
dimer

.

Obs Calc Av Obs Calc Av

a) F-Li-F-Li

6
Li

2
F
2

?Li
2
F
2

v
4

261.0 261.1 +0.1 245.7 245.5 -0.2

V
5

157.1 158.5 +0.6 152.8 151.3 -1.5

6-7
Li FLi

2
F
2

7 ' 6
li FLi

2
F
2

v
4

252.9 260.7 +7.8 249.6 247.6 -2.0

V
5

152.3 154.6

b) F-Li-F Li

6L1
2
F
2

?Li
2
F
2

V
4

261.0 261.7 +0.7 245.7 244.9 -0.8

v
5

157.1 157.8 +0.7 152.8 152.0 -0.8

6 - 7
Li

2
F
2

7 '
6Li

2
F
2

v
4

252.9 261.7 +8.8 249.6 245.0 -4.6

V
5

152.1 157.8

c) F-Li F-Li

6
Li

2
F
2

?L1
2
F
2

v
4

261.0 261.0 0 245.7 245.7 0

V
5

157.1 158.8 +1.7 152.8 151.0 -1.8

6 '
7L1

2
F
2

7_6
li fL1

2
F
2

v
4

252.9 252.0 -0.9 249.6 255.4 +5.8

V
5

153.9 155.3
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Table V. Comparison between the observed and calculated frequencies,
in cnT^, for the bifluoride structure of the Li ^^near
dimer. The and frequencies are reversed from the
assignment presented in Tables III and IV.

Obs Calc 2v Obs Calc Av

6
Li

2
F
2

?L1
2
F
2

V
1

767.8 768.0 0.2 720.5 720.3 -0.2

V
2

518.6 518.1 -0.5 497.5 498.5 1.0

V
3

261.0 257.3 -3.7 245.7 249.3 4.6

v
4

270.2 271.3 1.1 255.2 254.1 - 1.1

V
5

157.1 157.9 0.8 152.8 151.9 -0.9

6 "
?Li

2
F
2

7_6
Li FL1

2
f
2

v
i

766.8 767 .7 0.9 720 o 8 720.7 -0.1

V
2

497.8 499.8 2.8 518.3 516.6 - 1.7

V
3

252.9 249.5 -3.4 265.5 257.1 -8.5

v
4

260.1 271.2 11.1 249.6 254.0 4.4

V
5

152.1 157.7
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Chapter 6

MASS SPECTROMETRIC STUDY OF BeClg VAPORIZATION

J. Efimenko

Introduction

A mass spectrometric investigation has been undertaken to detect

and study Be-F-Cl species in the BeClg -BeF2 system. Some preliminary

sublimation data are presented for the second reactant, BeClg . A study

of BeFg vaporization was reported in NBS Report 8033, July 1963. The

condensed state phase diagram of the BeClg -BeF2 system shows a simple

eutectic at 300°C and about 73 mol per cent BeF2 , (0. N. Kuvyrkin, 0. N.

Breusov, A. V. Novoselova, Nauchn. Dokl. Vysshei Shkoly, Khim. i Khim.

Tekhnol. 662 (1958).

Experimental

Beryllium dichloride was volatilized from two effusion cells, one

made from molybdenum and the other from copper. Each cylindrical cell

was 12.5 mm outside diameter, 25.4 mm in length with 0.5 mm diameter

cylindrical orifice in the cover. Heater for the Mo cell was fabricated

from Nichrome wire, 0.75 mm diameter, in continuous hairpin strips 12 mm

wide. One strip was placed concentrically about the top half of the

cell and another was similarly positioned about the bottom half. Each

heater strip was powered by a separate transformer - powers tat supply.

A Pt-PtRh(10%) thermocouple (10 mil diameter) was fastened into the bottom

of the cell for temperature measurements. The emf was read on Type K-3

Universal potentiometer.
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The copper effusion cell was surrounded with a single strip of

hairpin design, Nichrome wire 0.60 mm diameter and the hairpin lengths

were 27.5 mm. Tantalum radiation shields surrounded the effusion cells

completely but allowed unobstructed flow of the effusion beam.

The ion intensities and temperatures were recorded when the

effusion cell reached a steady state temperature. The desired ion

intensities were differentiated from background by interposing a stain-

less steel shutter into the molecular beam.

The beryllium dichloride (anhydrous) was obtained from K and K

Laboratories, Inc., Plainview, New York. A spec trographic analysis at

NBS on a portion of the beryllium dichloride indicated the following

foreign elements (in per cent): 0.001-0.01, Al, Fe, Mg, Pt; 0.01-0.1,

Nij less than 0.001, Ba, Ca, Cu, Mn, Si.

Data and Results

The data presented in table 1 were obtained using the copper

effusion cell. The ion intensities are expressed in volts as the output

from a secondary electron multiplier. Included are the average multiplier

efficiencies for (BeClg )
+
(g) and (BeClg )3

+
(g) ,

obtained from simultaneous

ion measurements on a grid collector ahead of the electron multiplier

detector. All the isotopic species of BeClg were observed and their

intensities are shown in table 2 for a few select temperatures. For

computations only the intensities of the BeClg species formed by the

chlorine isotope CL,^ were used, table 1.

The following reactions were considered in the vaporization of

beryllium dichloride:
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(a) BeClg(s) “ BeClg (g)

(b) 2BeClg (s) = (BeClg )a (g)

(c) 2BeCL,(g) - (BeClg )s (g)

The enthalpies of these reactions were computed by application of the

second law. In figures 1 and 2 are shown log I
+
T vs 1/T plots applicable

to reactions (a) and (b). For reaction (c) the quantity A, proportional

to the equilibrium constant, was plotted as log A+ vs l/T. The second

law results for these reactions are listed in table 3, with collected

literature values. The BeClg sublimation enthalpy ZJ^ l3 = 38.2 kcal/mol

was reduced to the reference temperature 298°K, with the aid of JANAF

Thermochemical Tables, BeClg ((3), June 30, 1965; BeClg (g), June 30, 1965.

A heat of formation for BeClg (g) of -79.6 ±2.4 kcal/mol was calculated

from the experimental sublimation enthalpy, Z^ 98 » 38.9 ±2.4 kcal/mol

and the heat of formation for |3-solid BeClg, ZJ^g ge
= ”118.5 kcal/mol

(NBS Report No. 9500, pg. 138).

Discussion

The data, table 1, were obtained from successive days of operation

and include temperature cycles within a set of measurements. The scatter

of points is most probably due to incomplete temperature equilibration

with the sample. Although the BeClg was labeled "anhydrous" appreciable

hydrolysis was evident during the sublimation and whether the resulting

BeO also contributed to the data scattering is not certain. A compromise

had to be established in attaining a steady state temperature and the

speed of data reading. If the waiting period is made too long, or if

the vaporization rate is high, the compound, aside from being depleted
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in the Knudsen cell, is deposited in the ionization source creating an

increasing background signal which adds to the difficulty of obtaining

reproducible data. The low atomic weight species as, Hg 0, Cl, HC1, Clg
,

and BeCl do not condense readily nor are pumped out rapidly, thus,

interfere with their intensity measurements.

In figures 1, 2, and 3 are shown the best straight-line fits and

in table 3 are the calculated enthalpies based on least squares

computations. For the least squares calculations all the data points

were given equal weight but the experimental conditions did not warrant

such equilization.

In table 2 are presented ion intensities resulting from the use

of 70 ev and 28 ev ionizing electrons. The increase in ion intensities

with the lower energy electrons and at approximately the same temperature

is evident. It appears that temperature equalization with the sample was

slower in a Mo cell as the lower ion intensities show for the tempera-

tures, 225-226°C. At the highest temperatures, 250°C Mo cell and 291°C

Cu cell, groups of moderate intensity peaks appeared above mass 200.

These peaks are not identified completely yet but are likely the chlorides

of Mo and Cu.

The ratios of (BeClg )2
+

/ (BeClg )
+

are presented in table 1. In

the short temperature range studied, this ratio shows a factor of 2

increase. Also, the ratio observed is greater than obtained by previous

investigators (references 1, 5, table 1). The ratio (Beg Cl3 )
+
/(BeClg )2

+

does not vary remarkably with temperature, except for a few anomalies,

but indicates that all or part of the (Beg Cl3 )

+
originates from electron
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impact. If it were assumed that it resulted entirely from electron

impact, then the dimer/monomer ratio would be increased still more.
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Table 1

DATA: Ion Intensities of BeClg
, BegCl3 , (BeClg )2

Index
No.

T, °K Volt ^12 3 ^ Volt l\ss, Volt
3ss X 102

~x,
^12 3

^68

1 541 27.0 X 10" 1 42.0 X icr
2 23.1 X icr

2 8.56 1.82

2 525 12.3 X ltr 1 14.1 X icr
2 85.5 X 10" 3 6.95 1.65

3 510 54.0 x IQ- 2 37.0 x icr3 31.0 X IQ- 3 5.74 1.19

4 495 10.2 x ic

r

2 84.0 X 10-4 55.0 x ir4 5.40 1.53

5 47 2 25.8 X 10- 3 lo.o x icr4 6.0 x icr4 2.32 1.66

6 447 22.0 X 1CT 4 12.0 x icr
5 6.o x icr

5
2.73 2.00

7 517.5 73.0 X 1(

r

2 54.0 X IQ- 3 43.0 X icr 3 5.90 1.25

8 508 12.3 X 10“ 2 15.3 X IQ- 3 69.o x icr4 5.60 2.22

9 498 92.0 X 10- 3 45.0 x icr4 96.0 X icr 4 10.4 4.70

10 476 12.3 x icr 3 12.0 X 10“4 7.5 X 10“4 6.10 1.60

11 511 13.6 X Iff-
2 15.6 X 10* 3 99.0 X 10“ 4 7.28 1.58

12 479 io.2 x icr 3 lo.o x icr 4 5.0 x icr4 4.90 2.00

13 564 50.0 x icr 1 82.0 X 10“ 2 46.0 x Iff-
2 9.20 1.78

14 545 13.8 X icr 1 13.2 X 10- 2 9.57

15 521.5 42.0 x icr
2 32.0 x icr 3 23.7 x icr 3 5.64 1.35

16 507 18.0 x icr
2 15.6 X ir 3 99.0 x icr 4 5.50 1.575

17 496 60.0 X 10- 3 33.5 X icr4 5.58

18 512 86.0 X ur 2 78.0 X 10- 3 53.5 X 10*3 6.22 1.47

19 496 15.3 x 10- 2 12.3 X 10- 3 87.0 X Iff-
4 5.68 1.41

20 492 49.0 X icr 3

21 474 97.5 x icr4

22 473 60.0 X IQ- 4

NOTE: ionizing electrons, 28 ev; electron current, 50 ua; accel. volt, 7.5 KV
multiplier efficiency, vC^eCl^)*, 214; Y(BeCl3 )s

+
, 202.
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Chapter 7

REVISION OF CHAPTER h of NBS REPORT 9500,
"THE VAPOR PRESSURE, VAPOR DIMERIZATION, AND HEAT OF

SUBLIMATION OF ALUMINUM FLUORIDE, USING THE ENTRAINMENT METHOD"

Ralph F. Krause Jr. and Thomas B. Douglas

The above Chapter was revised in view of another investigation

made available since the original version was prepared. Along with this

recent work the comments of several readers invited us to review the

weight given to other studies used to derive the recommended values

reported previously. The approach to interpret our data was essentially

unaltered; nevertheless we submit herewith an improved set of derived

results

.

The adopted value of AS
0

for

AAF
3
(c ) A^F

3
(g) (1 )

was revised according to Snelson 's infrared spectrum of A^F^ by matrix

A. Snelson, publication pending (June 1967)*

isolation. He observed the spectra of saturated A^F^ vapor in matrices

of neon, argon, and krypton, which were in good agreement with those

2
observed by Linevsky j but Snelson noted that frequency shifts in his

2
M. J. Linevsky, Space Sci. Lab. Rept., Philadelphia (Nov. 30, 196U).

three matrices showed a regular trend. Following the procedure described

3in an earlier paper
,
he estimated the gas phase frequencies from the

Snelson, J. Phys. Chem. >70. 3208 (1966).
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values that he observed in the neon matrix to be = 300, = 965,

and = 270 cm
1
with a probable accuracy of 10 cm~\ This improved

set of frequencies along with another recent work by Douglas and

Ditmars\ whose high-temperature heat content of AiF^(c) was discussed

b
T. B. Douglas and D. A. Ditmars, J. Res. Nat. Bur. Std. 71A , 185 (1967).

in the above chapter, was used to revise the previously reported JANAF

Table"* value of AS°(l) to became U3*0 ±0.U eu at 1225°K. This new value

D. R. Stull et_ al, JANAF Thermochemical Tables, Dow Chemical Co.,

Midland, Mich. (Sept. 30, 1965).

agrees to 0.1 eu with the JANAF value only because the above two new pieces

of superior data produce changes which fortuitously nearly cancel.

Using the method employed in the above Chapter, our entrainment data,

P and dP/dT of reaction 1 at 1225°K, were combined with published values

of two other properties to make the four necessary to define the following

reaction besides reaction 1,

2A4F
3
(g) ^ AX

2
F
6 . (2)

P was considered as the sum of the ideal monomeric and twice the dimeric

vapor pressure. For the purpose of this revision the above revised AS°(1)

and Buchler *s^ mass -spec trometrie value of 2AH°(l) + AH° (2 )
= 86 ±3 kcal

^ A Efuchler, Arthur D. Little Rept., Cambridge, Mass. (Sept. 30, 1962).

at 1000°K were assumed to be the other two properties. Figure 1 indicates

hypothetical values of AH° (l) and AG° (2 ) which are simultaneously in
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agreement with our precise entrainment data and reasonable choices of

AS° (l) and 2AH(l) + A H° (2 ) . Table I lists the results derived from the

adopted values of the latter two and compares them with several values

resulting from previously published investigations. Although Porter and

Zeller^ reported a value of AH°(2) which depends upon AS
0
(2) assumed by

^ R* F. Porter and E. E. Zeller, J* Chem* Phys . 33, 858 (I960).

analogy with other halides, their measurement of P^/P^ my be represented

independently of this assumption by

AG°(1 ) +AG°(2) = -RTin (P^Pj. (3)

Our evaluation of the extent of dimerization implicit in our entrainment

data substantiates Porter and Zeller’s ma s s -spec trometrie measurement*

When our entrainment data is compared with several other vapor pressure

investigations, which are enumerated in the above Chapter, the consistency

of our points contrasts with the scattering of most of the others. In view

of the precision of our data we believe our AH°(l) is more reliable than

those previously reported*
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Table I. Thermodynamic Values for Reactions 1 and 2

t(°k) Property Previous Work This Work
a

^AH° (l) kcal 67.0 -V•o+i

1225
<
AS°(1) eu h3 .0 ±0j*

b

AG°(2) kcal
L

-7 ±i
\

f 2AH° (1) + A H° (2 ) kcal 85.0 ±3 )
'} c

AH°(1) kcal 67.

3

t3
j

68.1 1+O • -Cr-

1000
<
AH

0
(2) kcal -M ±u

>

-50 ±3

AS° (2) eu -32 ±3 -35 ±3

k
AG°(1) + AG° (2 ) kcal 8.6 ±0.6 9 ±1

a
Derived by assuming 2AH°(1) + AH°(2) = 86 kcal at 1000°K.

k
References 1, k, and 5*

Q
Reference 6.

Reference 7* See eq 3 for conversion of observed P,/P , whose
d m*

uncertainty was taken to be twice its standard error.
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AG°(2)

in

kcal

at

I225°K

2 AH°(l ) + AH° (2) in kcal at 1000 °K

Figure 1. Hypothetical values of (a) AH°(l) and (b ) AG°(2 ) calculated
from P and dP/dT of this work and selected values of AS°(l) and
2AH°(l) + AH° (2 ) . A possible, constant error of 1 deg in our observed T
would contribute 0.0£ kcal to AH° (l) and AG°(2).

c d
References 1, U, and 5* Reference 6*
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Chapter 8

HEATS OF FORMATION OF GASEOUS MIXED-HAUDE MONOMERS BY

THE CONCURRENT ENTRAINMENT OF AlC^ AND AlF
3

1

Ralph F. Krause Jr, and Thomas B, Douglas
National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C. 2 023U

ABSTRACT

The enhancement of the volatility of A^F^ by the concurrent entrain-

ment of AiC^^ was measured between 1196 and 1256 °K. When the flow of

chloride vapor was generated with an average range of 2.b% at 373 or

39U°K, the amount of sublimed fluoride was observed to be from 1.7 to

7,i| times that expected from its entrainment in an inert medium at

the same temperatures • The vapor mixture saturated with the fluoride

was considered to include the formation of the two mixed-halide monomers

as defined by

(n/3 )JUC^ (g ) + (l-n/3 ) J^F^g) =

where n is 1 or 2. A correction for the formation of the 22 possible

mixed-halide dimers besides the two pure dimers from the above reactants

was estimated from the published values for the dimerization of each

halide alone. An iterative method was used to fit the observed entrain-

ment data by least squares to derive AH° of either of the above two

reactions along with its estimated uncertainty to be 1.0 ±0.5 kcal

at 12 25 °K

.

^ This work was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research

under Contract No. ISSA-65-8

•
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INTRODUCTION

The mixed-halide monomers of AACj&
3

and AXF^ have been commonly

postulated, but no experimental work has heretofore indicated their

existence, let alone giving information as to their properties. Several

investigators^
’3,h,5 9

&
similarly estimated values of AH°f of both

^ D.L. Hildenbrand, ASTIA Document 233^67 (Sept. 30, 1959 )•

3
R.R. Koppang, C.M. Sherwood, and G.S. Bahn, Marquardt Corp.,

Van Nuys, Calif. (Oct. 1959)*

^ C.B. Henderson and R.S. Scheffee, Atlantic Research Corp.,

Alexandria, Va. (Jan. I960).

^ J.S. Gordon, ASTIA Document AD231995 (Jan. I960).

^ D.R. Stull et al, JANAF Thermochemical Tables, Dow Chemical Co.,

Midland
,
Mich . (Aug • 1966).

AXCJ^Cg) and AXC^^F(g)j besides using the published AH°f of both A^C^^(g)

and A^F^(g), the JANAF Tables^ had assumed AH° of both of the following

two reactions,

(n/3)AXCX
3
(g) + (l-n/3 ) AXF^g) = AXC^F

(3 _n) (g ) (l)

where n is 1 or 2, to be zero. A comparison of the estimated uncertainty

of ±2 0 kcal in AH°f of the mixed-halides with that of ±0.5 and ±2.0 kcal

in AH°f of A£C^
3
(g) and A^F^g), respectively, reflects the large un-

certainties in AH° of eq 1.

Dimerization of a halide alone can contribute to the total vapor

pressure observed by the entrainment method. Considering that AX^F^(g)
7

is known from mass -spectrometry, a recent work in this laboratory

7
R.F. Krause Jr. and T.B. Douglas, publication pending (May 1967)*
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evaluated its mol percent in the saturated vapor, whose dimerization

is shown by

2A4F
3
(g) ^A4

2
F
6 (g), (2)

to be U *6 ±1#U at 1225°K. As reviewed in the JANAF Tables^, the

chloride dimerization, analogous to eq 2, had been measured by several

investigators between 628 and 9UU°K • Belcwr its sublimation temperature

near U60 oK the saturated vapor of A^C^^ is predominantly dimeric ; but

an extrapolation of the published dimerization values to 1225 °K yields

an apparently negligible 0*03 mol percent of dimer in pure chloride vapor

whose partial pressure is 0*02 atm, near the upper limit of that

employed in this work.

The AiC^-A^F^ gaseous system may contain an even larger proportion

of diners than indicated by the previously mentioned dimerization of each

halide alone. Although there is no information on the mixed-halide

dimers, their contribution may be postulated by considering their forma-

tion as demonstrated by the following reaction,

(n/3)AXC4
3
(g) + (2-n/3) AXF^g) ^ k^

2
F
(6 _n)

(g) (3)

where n = 0,1, 2,...6, and by assuming their structure to be the same as

the well known A-^C^Cg). Even appreciable amounts of trimers and higher

polymers might be possible; but only monomers and dimers, each behaving

as an ideal gas, will be assumed. In fact the total number of physically

distinguishable dimers that can be formulated is so great, namely 2b, that

even a more arbitrary assumption will be involved: grouping the properties

of many of them together befbre attempting an evaluation of our data.
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CONCURRENT ENTRAINMENT

The experimental procedure in this work consisted of flowing argon

gas through one vapor cell, where the chloride vapor was generated at

373 or 39U°K, and passing the mixture through another vapor cell with

the saturated vapor of A^F^ at 1196 to 1256 °K. The two sublimed halides

were condensed separately downstream while the carrier gas was collected

in a tank.

Some modification of the entrainment apparatus described in an earlier

7
work was made to accommodate the AXC vapor. Otherwise the flow of

argon, the high-temperature furnace, its temperature measurement, and the

nature of holding the Aj£F^ sanple in a vapor -cell at one end and condens-

ing its sublimate at the other end of the same composite Rh tube

remained unchanged. After a weighed sample of A4C4^ was loaded into a

stainless steel-316 cell under dry box conditions preceding a succession

of experiments, its vapor was generated by using either the saturated

vapor of water or of tetrachloroethylene at barometric pressure. The

stream of chloride vapor was passed through stainless steel-316 tubing,

which was surrounded by an oven to keep the vapor 25 to 50 deg above its

generated temperature. Special precautions were maintained to keep the

flowpath clean and dry. Provisions were available to condense the

chloride vapor in one of two glass traps which were held in a dry-ice/

acetone bath. Trap 1 was positioned before the fluoride vapor cell to

measure the entrainment of A4(U^ independently of A^F^, and trap 2 was

placed after, to measure the chloride entrainment in the mixed-halide

system. Since the chloride vapor had some distance to flow from its
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vapor cell to the fluoride vapor cell and another distance from the latter

to trap 2, there being a total elapse of nearly 2$ of the total flow time,

some fluoride would be sublimed independently before a mixed-halide system

could be attained. This problem along with another, which was to account

for the chloride vapor remaining in the flowpath, was corrected by a

subsequent flow of argon without the chloride. The amount of fluoride

sublimed in a concurrent flow can be shown to be closely approximated by

the difference of that observed in total and that calculated for this

subsequent flow of argon.

7
The sample of AAF^, whose analysis was previously reported

,
was con-

tained in two, successive Pt/10$ Rh boats, which were weighed before and

after each experiment to measure the observed total of sublimed fluoride.

As reported in the previous work, a diffusion study of the geometry of

the fluoride vapor cell and its negligible weight loss for several experi-

ments at zero gas flow indicated no correction for diffusion. The possi-

bility of the chloride forming a solid solution with the fluoride can be

shown to be negligible. Besides, a test for chloride in the fluoride

sample after several concurrent entrainments was negative; and while

exposed to room air, the fluoride sample maintained constant weight to

0.1 mg to show that it was not hydroscopic. The anhydrous, crystalline

sample of kbGb^ -was chemically analyzed in duplicate to have 20.21$ kb

and 79-69$ Gb while its theoretical proportions are 20 .235$ and 79*765$,

respectively. Traces of Fe (<0.01$), heavy metals (<0.001$), S0^ (<0.005$)

and that not ppt by NH^OH (<0.l6$) were certified by the producer.



Generally, the deposits in trap 1 indicated that the chloride

partial pressure in its vapor cell, corrected to a standard boiler tempera-

ture, was greater than that calculated from the deposit in trap 2. The

chloride vapor generated in its boiler cell was observed to .be less

saturated with successive flows* A plot of the chloride pressure from

trap 1 versus the boiler load was considered a measure of this unsatura-

tion. The points of trap 2 whose chloride deposit was determined by

chloride titration were found to be less than the above plotted values

by 2.2 to l+.6$ in the case of generating the chloride vapor at 373°K,

whether or not the fluoride was present in its vapor cell, and by 0.2

to 1.7$ in the case of generating the chloride vapor at 39U°K. For any

deposits in traps 1 a chloride titration corresponded to the weighed

deposit within 0.1 to 0.3$; however, for those deposits in trap 2

generated at 39b°K, the titrated deposit was from 1.5 to 1.8$ less than

the weighed deposit. In all cases including some blank runs, for which

there was only Ar flow or no flow at all, the Pt/10$ Rh composite tube

itself, used to condense the sublimed fluoride, appeared to lose from

0.6 to 5*8 mg of its total 137g* A less likely possibility is that less

fluoride was condensed than lost from the boats. Traces of both Pt and

Fe were detected in a spectrochemical analysis of a trap 2 deposit while

they were insignificant in one of a trap 1 deposit.

The mass of sublimed chloride concurrently entrained with the mass

x of sublimed fluoride was considered to be the mean of traps 1 and 2 with

an average range of 2.1+$ as reported in Table 1. This mean was a compro-

mise of whether the cause of the above discrepancy of traps 1 and 2
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occurred before or after the fluoride vapor cell. If the Pt/10% Rh

composite tube were implicated, the chloride vapor would have come in

contact with equivalent portions of the tube before and after the

fluoride cell.

PRELIMINARY ASSUMPTION

The enhanced volatility of by the concurrent entrainment of

A4C4^ may be interpreted for a first approximation by considering only

the formation of mixed-halide monomers as shown in eq 1. A second

approximation which will be discussed later will also consider the forma-

tion of all the possible dimers.

In general, the equilibrium constant _K for any reaction of eqs 1 and
P

3 at any T over the temperature range of our experiments can be shown to

be very closely approximated by

K
p

= exp (AS°,/R - AH°-/RT) , (1+)

in which AH° and AS
0

are defined at T' = 1225°K and for which AC° was

assumed from the equi-partitional heat capacities of the species involved.

Also, it will be convenient to deal not with K but with k of a reaction
’ -p

such that at any T

K = k n a
P

-1
(?)

where o_ is the symmetry number of a given molecule.

The equilibrium partial pressure _P
n

of either mixed-halide monomer

A^C^
n
F
(3 n )

may be expressed according to eqs 1 and 5 as

P = 3k cV 3-n
> (6)n n '

3 3where f is the vapor pressure of A^F^(g) and cr is the equilibrium

•D

partial pressure of A^C^^(g). The value of ff at any T of this work was
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assumed for the purpose of this preliminary assumption to be equal to

7
that observed in an earlier entrainment measurement, which was not

corrected for dimerization. If all the gaseous species containing

fluorine were decomposed to AAF^ in a system of constant volume and

likewise, those containing chlorine, to AACA^, then the mass x of sub-

limed fluoride and the mass of sublimed chloride may be expressed as

x =» f
2

+ 2k-^cf
2

+ k^c^f (7 )

and

y = c^ + k^cf
2

+ 2k
2
c
2
f

, (8)

where x and ^ are converted to units of partial pressure. Here we have

two equations and three unknowns, c_, k^, and k^ ^or any one experiment;

so a least square method was applied to all the experiments.

Values of AH° (n) for the reactions of eq 1 were derived from

eqs 7 and 8 by an iterative method using a digital computer programed

8
in BASIC . Since these reactions have no change in the degree of

o

J.G. Kemeny, T. E. Kurtz, BASIC, Dartmouth College (1965)

association, exp(AS°(n)/R) was assumed to be Ila ^ = 3. Combining this

with eqs b and 5 gives

AH° (n) = -RT An k . (9)

Hypothetical values of k^ were substituted into eqs 7 and 8 for all the

experiments to give a hypothetical y for each experiment ; the difference

2
in the observed and calculated y led to £ (Ay/y

)

as shown in Table 2.

2
A selection of AH (n) can be made by considering whether any £ (Ay/

y

)

is a reasonable approach to 'that indicated by traps 1 and 2 . We believe
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that any set of hypothetical AH° (n) must be disregarded if Z (Ay/y lcf

exceeds 120, which corresponds to our estimate of the uncertainty in y
o

to be an average deviation of about b%* Uncertainties in r
,
x, and T

were believed to be negligible compared to that in y. To make a

convenient presentation of the calculations listed in Table 2, we have

given only those results where AH° (2 ) was assumed to be AH°(l), shown

later to be reasonable

•

DIMERIZATION CORRECTION

The preceding first-approximation is convenient but not realistic

in view of the published information on the dimerization of each pure

halide alone, which was discussed above. The following second-approxi-

mation shows the effect that an estimate of the formation of dimers has

upon the evaluation of AH°(n) of eq 1 from our entrainment data. In so

doing it is convenient to consider that both x and y may be exemplified

by

X = X + X ,m d (10 )

where m refers to monomer and d to dimer.

3
The value of f which had been employed in eqs 7 and 8 for the pre-

liminary assumption was corrected for dimerization, which was defined by

the published 'values'^ of AH° and A_S° of eq 2. Equation k was combined

with the fact that in general the vapor pressure P calculated by assuming

the vapor to be wholly monomeric in an entrainment measurement can be

shown to be very closely approximated by

P = P + 2P , .m d
(ii)

The substitution of this resulting _f in eqs 7 and 8 now define and

ym respectively.
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Earlier we referred to 2k physically distinguishable dimers in the

A4C4^-A4F^ system in which only 2 have been shown to be pure -halide

dimers. The chemical composition of any dimer may be deduced from eq 3*

The various mixed-halide dimers, some of which have a common composition,

can be realized by assuming that any dimer has the same structure as the

well-known chloride dimer

:

^l\ / z
5\ /X

3

U AJt (12

)

/ \ X X
*2 X

6
X
U

The two bridge -bonded halides 5 and 6 are in a plane perpendicular to

that containing the four end halides. The identity of each possible

dimer d, its symmetry number, and its bridge -bonded halides are shown in

Table 3*

The equilibrium partial pressure of each dimer, shown in the last

column of Table 3, was derived from the familiar expression for the _K^

of its formation described in eq 3- As shown in eq 5, is taken to be

related to the symmetry of the species involved and for the reactions in

eq 3 becomes

Kp = 36 k
d/
a
d *

Properties common among several dimers were grouped together to make it

practical to pursue an estimate of each k^. Although several alternative

sets of assumptions were tried, assuming that k^ was dependent on the

halide content of the bridge-bonds was found to be the most plausible.
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Table 3: Possible dimers in the A£C£
3

- A£F
3
system where K

Q
and are equili-

brium constants for dimerization of A£F
3

and A£C£
3

, respectively, is

defined by eq 14, c 3 is partial pressure

of A£F
3
(g)

of A£C£
3 (g)

,

and f 3 is partial pressure

d Formula X-Position a Bridge
Halides

Partial Pressure at

1 A£ 2 F 6 4 2F K
0
f 6

2 A£
2
C£F

5 1 1 2F 4K
Q
cf 5

3 " 5 2 C£,F 2K cf 5

b

4 A£
2
C£

2
F
4 1,2 2 2F 2K

Q
c 2 f 4

5 " 1,3 2 2F 2K
0
c 2 f 4

6 " 1,4 2 2F 2K 0 c
2 f 4

7 " 1,5 1 C£,F 4K c 2 f 4

b

8 " 1,6 1 C£,F 4K
b
c 2 f 4

9 " 5,6 4 2C£ K
6
c 2 f 4

10 A£
2
C£

3
F

3
1,2,3 1 2F

CO
M-l

co

Oo

11 " 1,2,5 1 C£,F 4K^c 3 f 3

12 " 1,3,5 1 C£,F 4K
b
c 3 f 3

13 " 1,4,5 2 C£,F 2K
b
c 3 f 3

14 " 1,4,6 2 C£,F 2K
b
c 3 f 3

15 " 1,5,6 1 2C£ 4K
6
c 3 f 3

16 A£
2
C£ 4F 2 1,2 2 2C'£ 2K c 4 f 2

b

17 " 1,3 2 2C£ 2K 6 c
4 f 2

18 " 1,4 2 2C£ 2K c 4 f 2
b

19 " 1,5 1 C£,F 4KhC
4 f 2

20 " 1,6 1 C£,F 4KhC
4 f 2

21 " 5,6 4 2F K
0
c4f2

22 A£
2
C£

5
F 1 1 2C£ 4K c c

5 f
b

23 " 5 2 C£,F 2K
b
c 5 f

24 A£2C£g 4 2C£ K6 c
6
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At least approximate values of AH° and AS° are available to define

the dimerization of each pure -halide alone j so it is natural to seek a

simple relation among the of the other dimerization reactions in terms

of these two* From eq 13 the K of the dimerization of the fluoride,
~P

where n = 0 in eq 3, may be defined as = 9k^; likewise, the of the

dimerization of the chloride, where n = 6 in eq 3, as KA = 9k^* We assumed

that for any dimer with two bridge-bonded fluorines (F,F^_k^ = k^j and for

any dimer with (C^, C^), k^ = k^. In order to include those possible

dimers with (C4, F), we defined an arbitrary parameter b such that the ^
of eq 3 to form any such dimer could be estimated according to

K
p

= ^0
(1'b)

K
6

b/V (lit)

Later we shall see what effect reasonable choices of b have upon this

dimerization correction*

The contribution of all the possible dimers to the observed mass x

of sublimed fluoride or to the observed mass of sublimed chloride for a

given experiment at temperature may be obtained by adding the products

of each term in the last column of Table 3 and a factor which denotes

either the moles of AXF^ or AXCX^, respectively, required to form one mole

of the stated dimer. Simplifying leads to the relationships

x
d = 2f(c+f)3 [f(c+3f) K

0 + c(c+5f) Kjj + 2c
2

K
6
]/3 (15

)

and

yd = 2c (c+f

)

3
[2f

2
K
0
+f(5c+f) ^ + c(3c+f) Kgl/3 . (16)

Expressions for x and can be obtained from eq 10 and the corrected

versions of eqs 7 and 8. In addition the total mol fraction ZN, of all
d

the dimers may be obtained by adding all the terms in the last column of
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9 (17)

Table 3 to give

EP
d = (f

2
K
0
+2ofK

b
+o

2
K
6
)(f-«:)

1*

which is related to the observed sum of x and £ by

x + y = Zp + 2EPJ m d 9 ( 18 )

similar to eq 11 .

DERIVED VALUES

The least square method used to solve eqs 7 and 8 in the preliminary

assumption was also applied to the corrected version. Again hypothetical

sets of AH° (n) were substituted for all the experiments to give a hypothet-

2
ical y_ for each experiment, from which were calculated Z (Ay/y

)

$ however,

besides the parameter c
_,

the role of another parameter b, defined above

in eq lU, had to be considered. Also, the uncertainty in was found

to have some effect while that in Kg was nil.

As shown in Table I4A, an arbitrary choice of b <0.2 appears incompat-

ible with what we expect to be the uncertainty in yj and our data afford

no limiting value of b >0.2 . These results were made by assuming AH° (2

)

to be AH°(l), and for a given value of b only those hypothetical AH°(n)

2
were selected that corresponded to a least value of Z (Ay/y) . Since a

choice of b near h has little effect, the remaining calculations were

made with this value.

The value of Kq used in eqs 15 and 16 was reported in our earlier

7
work to be mainly dependent upon the parameters s and h. The former is

any variation of the assumed value of AS
0

of sublimation to form A^F^(g)

and the latter is any variation of the assumed value of AH° of sublimation

12U



Table 4: Effect of various assumptions on a least square determination of

AH° (n) of eq 1 at 1225°K by assuming eqs 15 and 16 and the published values

for the dimerization of A£C£
3
and A£F

3
«

A. Assuming values of b, which is defined in eq 14, and AH° (2) = AH'

eq 1.

b AH° (n)

(cal)

Least Square

0 4500 418

0.2 1500 96

0.4 1050 64

0.5 1000 58

1.0 950 60

B. Assuming values of K
q

, which is the equilibrium constant for the

dimerization of A£F
3

, to be defined by s and h; b = 1/2; and AH°(2) =

AH°(1) of eq 1.

s

(eu)

h

(kcal)

AH°(n)

(cal)

Least Square

-0.4 -3 2200 157

0 1600 124

3 1150 95

0 -3 1300 69

0 1000 58

3 750 55

+0.4 -3 750 34

0 500 32

3 400 28

of

(Table b continued on next page

)
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Table 4 (cont.)

Assuming values of AH°(1) and AH° (2) of eq 1 and b = 1/2.

AH° (1) AH° (2) £(Ay/y) 2 10 4

(cal) (cal)

800 -500 212

0 84

500 76

800 124

1000 176

900 -500 284

0 105

500 45

900 74

1000 91

1500 225

1000 -500 389

0 166

500 59

1000 58

1500 145

1100 0 262

500 114

1000 72

1100 74

1500 117

2000 234

1200 0 388

500 206

1000 127

1200 121

1500 136
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to form AX^F^ (g ). Table kB tabulates those AH° (n) , which were selected

as those in Table I4A, for given values of s_ and h whose assignments were

the respective uncertainties. Although the least Z (Ay/y

)

for a given

set of s_ and h becomes smaller as s_ and h are increased to their estimated

limits, these lesser ’’least squares” should not be taken too seriously.

2
The basis for any set of Z (Ay/y ) are the observed and while we believe

o 2
hypothetical AH° (n) must be discarded if Z(Ay/y) exceeds our estimated

accuracy, the order of the lesser "least squares” can be changed by vary-

ing the observed £ within their uncertainty.

Finally the effect of assuming AH° (2 ) to be AH°(l) of eq 1 is shown

in Table I4.C. For any reasonable choice of AH° (l) there corresponds a

range of AH°(2 ) near to and including that assigned to AH° (1) such that

there are reasonable Z (Ay/y) ; so we have found it convenient to report

values of AH°(l) and AH° (2 ) and their uncertainties as AH (n).

The results derived from the concurrent entrainment of AXCX^ and

AXF^ to which we have applied the above interpretation is summarized in

Table 5. Selections of hypothetical AH° (n) outside of those shown gave

Z (Ay/y) which exceeded that estimated for the accuracy of this work.
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results for CsOH are consistent with and complement the earlier NBS microwave results
for this molecule. Some preliminary mass -spec trornetrie data on beryllium dichloride l

are given. These data yield thermodynamic values for the reactions involving BeC^2(c )'

BeC42(g)* and (BeCi-2 )2 (g). Thermodynamic values for the reactions involving AXF^(c),
Ail^Cg), and (AXF3 )2 (g), derived earlier using precise NBS entrainment data, are re-
vised in the light of new published information. The volatility of AXF3 is found to be

markedly enhanced by the presence of AACX
3

. After reasonable accounting for dimer
formation, the data indicate the hitherto unobserved species AXF

2
CX and AXFCX2 to be

formed in the gas phase and each with a very small heat effect (+1.0 ±0.5 kcal per mol
Studies on the automation of temperature measurements complement previous studies on
the automation of electrical-energy measurements—all designed to make low-temperature
heat-capacity calorimetry fully automatic. The development of two refinements in
oscilloscopic recording improve by at least tenfold the previous high-speed-measurement
accuracy for determining specific heats and other properties at very high temperatures.
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